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ABSTRACT
PROJECT REPORT
Cyrano
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This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation,
choreography, music analysis, casting, direction, vocal coaching, and post- production
analysis of La Quinta High School's production of Sharon Deady's Cyrano.
Documentation includes research and analysis of the play, and an evaluation of the play
as a production vehicle for the department of Theatre Arts at Central Washington
University. The analysis also includes a discussion as to the non-traditional directorial
vision of this production.
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MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT
PLAYSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HA VE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE HANDBOOK)

SCRIPT TITLE_Cyrano _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
PLAYWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer]_adaptation by Jo Roets English Translation by Adurey Van
Tuyckom

- -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - ---

NUMBER OF ACTS _ _5 short acts _ _ _APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TME
one
HOURS
MIN.

about

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN-

- -8- -WOMEN---3----CHILDREN- - - - - -OVER40- - -- -

ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLORc___ _ _ _ ROLES COULD DOUBLE_ __ __
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST minimum of 11 _ _ __
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS : I would like to add an ensemble to the cast, to use as townspeople, soldiers, bakers, etc.

ARTISTIC STAFF (che{:k those needed for this play or production idea)
MUSICAL DIRECTOR- X- -DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER---FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER_X_ _DIALECT COACH_X_ _SPECIALTY HIRE
(specify what kind)
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)_ __ _ __
Will you be fulfilling any of the above?
If so, which?
l would like to add a few musicians to the show, I am not sure where yet, to add to the depth and complexity of the setting and the
,eme. I will direct them and choreograph any incidental dance movements.
1 will consult the French teacher at the high school to verify pronunciation of the names and places.
Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above?
If so, which?
I wiil hire a fight director- I have interviewed the fencing coach at the local community college. She has coached a production of
Cyrano for the college before and has agreed to help me. Her name is Leslie Taft of Desert Fencing Academy.

SCENERY/PROPS

(check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)

UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS_
S_ __
HISTORICAL PERIOD_ _ Mid 1600s
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION_ Paris, France
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
Act I - Intro and duel with DeGuise- while it is not the theatre, I want to use old fashioned footlights .
Act II-The Bakery
Act III- Roxane' s garden- need a balcony
Act IV- The front outside Arras- a campfire
Act V- The convent garden, would like sunset lighting.
This is an adaptation of the original script, I would like to produce it in a minimalistic style, with chosen elements of scenery and
props. We will need the Cyrano's letters, pastries, exterior scenes as the Roxane' s garden, the battle grounds and the convent garden.
I will look for symbolic elements in each act to establish the mood, and time to reflect the story and action.
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS_minimal
PERIOD Renessaince
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE:
Rent foils and assorted stage weapons, military equipment for the Guards.

WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY_5-10 foils, a few muskets_ _-'DESCRIBE: the muskets will not be fired.

COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAy OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER One costume per character, with changes as overlay for the guards
and cloaks, and hats.

HISTORICAL PERIOD_ _French Renessaince_ 1640 to 1655_ _ _ _SEASON
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : Gloves, large hats, cloaks, soldier overlays, aprons for the Baker, handkerchiefs,

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED? YES

NO

(CIRCLE ONE)

HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION:
No, I have not.

WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
It has been quite a few years since this high school has done a classical production. While this is an adaptation of the original, I think
the department will learn a great deal from the production, be able to do it well and it will give the confidence to pursue a more
demanding vehicle in the future. I do not teach at the this high school, I am a guest teacher and director. I plan to continue to work
with the high school as long as they need me.
I would like to organize some outreach performances for the elementary and middle schools that feed into the high school. A literary
classic like Cyrano should be a wonderful vehicle to promote for the district.

WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?
We will need to teach fencing skills to the students. I would like to have the high school pay the fencing teacher to do some master
classes for all students in the department. This will involve getting her a contract as a consultant and paying her. I will need to get the
principal to OK all of that. I will also have to rent foils for the students.
Will need to research the costumes more fully to adapt significant pieces that will suggest the time and culture.

PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPERM.'D ATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

Date Submitted:

d::D6I/ 0£
I

Please note: Signatures in this project have been redacted due to security concerns.
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Cyrano
Adapted by Jo Roets
Translation by Audrey Van Tuyckom
Synopsis
Act I
De Guiche is an aristocrat, a gentleman of high manner and dress proclaims himself
to be in love with Roxane, Madeleine Robin. She is also a distant cousin of Cyrano, the poet,
the squire without gloves, who loves her to forsake all else. He also is the owner of the nose.
Cyrano challenges DeGuiche to a duel and speaks eloquent poetry while he floors him.
Cyrano professes his love of Roxane to Le Bret, his friend, and her Duenna invites him to a
rendezvous at the Pastry Shop the next morning. Cyrano fights a hundred men for his friend,
De Ligniere, who has made trouble for himself writing about Count DeGuiche.
Act II
Roxane meets Cyrano at the bakery. He hopes that she will declare love for him,
instead she tells him of her love for a handsome young man, who has joined Cyrano's
Guards. His name is Christian. Cyrano is devastated, but out of love for Roxane, vows to
protect him. Christian proceeds to insult Cyrano and his nose. Cyrano keeps his vow to
Roxane, protects Christian, befriends him and realizes that he must write the poetry Roxane
expects from her lover to be. Together they will be the perfect romantic hero who Roxane
will not be able to resist. Cyrano writes for him and together they have her fall in love with
Christian. De Guiche wishes he could be the man the she loves and as she rejects him. He
tells her that he and his regiment is going to war. Christian and Cyrano will go to war as well,
unless Roxane can change his mind.
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Act III
Cyrano and Christian go to Roxane's house. Cyrano has lines for Christian to
memorize. He insists that he can handle the romance himself, with actions instead of words.
He is quickly refused and humiliated by Roxane. She looks for the romantic voice she found
in the letters. Cyrano speaks for Christian in the darkness of the garden. Roxane is
intoxicated by Cyrano's poetry and falls in love with the man who she believes to be the
author. The Count De Guiche sends Roxane a letter to say that he is sending a monk who will
marry them. Roxane wants to be married to Christian instead. It is up to Cyrano to keep
DeGuiche busy while Roxane and Christian are instead wed. DeGuiche finds out and hauls
Christian and Cyrano off to the front. Roxane has Cyrano promise to take care of Christian
and have him write often. He promises.
Act IV
Life dawns at the Spanish Front in the battle of Arras. Cyrano faces danger everyday
to get a letter Roxane, who thinks it is from Christian. She arrives in a carriage with food for
the starving soldiers. Roxane says she risked life and limb to be with Christian because of the
wonderful letters Cyrano has written for him, twice a day. She tells Christian that she loves
his innermost soul, does not care what he looks like, and at that moment, Christian realizes
that Roxane loves Cyrano, not him. Christian runs to the front, to the battle in motion, while
Cyrano hears from Roxane that she could love him. Christian is killed in battle and Cyrano
refrains from telling her the truth, loyal to Christian and his promise to him.
ActV
Fifteen years later. Roxane lives in the convent of the sister of the Cross in Paris.
Cyrano visits her every Sunday. De Guiche tells the audience that Cyrano has been severely
injured in a suspect accident. Cyrano arrives, late for the first time in fifteen years. He does

Deady
not tell Roxane that he has been injured, but his friends and the sisters of the convent know.
He recites the last letter that he had sent to Roxane in Christian's name. Suddenly Roxane
realizes that Cyrano wrote the letters and that she had loved him and not Christian all those
years. But it is too late, for Cyrano dies in her arms.
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GRADUATE COMMITTEE
AND OPTION APPROVAL FORM
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
(Submit the original and three copies)
~ote:

~-ru.dvit

JUL 13 2006
GRADUATE STUDIES
AND RESEARCH

This form is to be completed as soon as the student has formed a committee and selected an option from the
list below. Submit the original and three copies to the Office of Graduate Studies in Barge 305.
Birth Date
Mailing Address

Student ID

City, State, Zipcode
Check option:

D

-D
~

D
D

0

Date 07/15/2005
Indicate credits to be received for the thesis or option:

Written Exam*
Non-Thesis Project
Creative Project
Studio Project
Portfolio Review
Thesis

Course No.
TH700
Course No.

Title
Master'sin Theatre Production Thesis
Title

Credits
6
Credits

Style Manu?I for Thesis or Project

*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1-5 below.
1.

2.

Proposed
Title:

ICyrano by Jo Roet
.

Purpose of
Study:

The direction of Cyrano serves as the culminating experience of the masters of Theatre Arts
graduate studies.

Scope of
Study:

Documentation based upon the preparation of pre-production, research, post-production,
evaluation, the direction of the production (casting and rehearsal of actors, the preparation of the
Director's Source Book and oral examination} shall benefit both the student and Theatre Arts
Department

4.

Procedure to
be used:

Three phases of study shall be included: 1 . Pre-production research and thesis documentation:
MLA style. 2. Rehearsal and direction of the production. 3. Post-production evaluation and
documentatioin.

5.

Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from

D
.......................... Yes- D

iZ1
No IZI

Human Subjects (including use of surveys)? ................ ... ....... ... ....... .......... .......... YesUse of Animals?.............................................................. ...... ....

** If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the
Committee before you initiate your research.

No

Hf

f'"' 15·-l!e

George Bellah
Committee Chair (typed or printed)

Date

Derrick Lane
Committee Member (typed or printed)

Date
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-

0

h
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date I
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Date
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~ i d-0 ~ b
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Degree
degree in:l,be.olt.'( +COC1\ACt\t'{} .
Specialization

u \ ~·

1. SUBSTITUTE
(New Course)

1):\
Dept.

FOR
(Old Course)

-rr\
Dept.
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(New Course)~'
Dept.
FOR
(Old Course)
Dept.

\ti

S31

Course Number

-s~y

Course Number

530
Course Number

~i~

Course Number

~lroe.
~ ~D'Ye.me-n±
ourse Title

~~t;oes ~st~le s
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.

3
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3
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Updated 6/15/05
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International Baccalaureate Programme

November 5, 2004
George Bellah, Graduate Coordinator
Department of Theatre Arts
Central .Washington University
McConnell Hall 106
400 East Unversity Way
Ellensberg, WA 98926-7460
Dear Dr. Bellah:
I understand that Sharon Deady is working to complete the Masters in
Arts in Theatre Production. She has explained that in order to
complete the Masters program that she is required to complete a
Masters Project. We at La Quinta High School support Sharon's work.
We are happy to have her produce a play in our Blackhawk Theatre in
2006. She would like to use the theatre and its technical department
during the last part of November, into early December, if needed.
Sharon is currently the theatre arts teacher at John Glenn Middle
School, a member of our International Baccalaureate Triad. We
encourage her to collaborate with our theatre department and to
utilize our facilities. Our faculties regularly collaborate to provide the
best in teaching and support for all of our students.
We are looking forward to having you visit our campus when you come
to see Sharon's show.
Sincerely,

Matthew Bugg, Principal

Desert Sands Unified School District
79-255 Westward Ho Drive • La Quinta, California 92253 • (760) 772-4150 Fax (760) 772-4166 • Fax (760) 771-4171
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Project Parameters
Cyrano will be performed at the theatre at La Quinta High School the week following
the Thanksgiving Holiday, 2006. We will have a special performance for elementary and
middle school students on Wednesday, November 29, at an earlier time in the afternoon, with
a question and answer session after the performance. The local newspaper usually does their
photo shoot at this time and interview of the cast or crew. The evening performances will be
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings, November 30, December 1 and December 2, at
7:30 P.M. If we wish to add another performance, it will be on Sunday, December 3, at 5:00
P .M. La Quinta High School Theatre is on the comer of Dune Palms and Westward Ho
Drives in La Quinta, California.
The cast will consist of La Quinta High School students. Cyrano, Roxane, Christian,
De Guiche, Le Bret, and Ragueneau will be assigned to a specific actor who will play only
that part. The other parts may be doubled; those are, Duenna, the narrators, soldiers, monk,
the sisters and musicians and people of Paris. The facilities and the vehicle should serve a
cast of about twenty with adequate space for actor preparation and backstage movement.
The production crew for the show will include a student assistant director, a student
stage manager, an adult Technical Director, an adult fight and fencing coach, a student and
teacher publicity team, a teacher House Manager and student team, a teacher Costume
Designer, plus a student team for costume and make up. The technical crew will be staffed by
stage production students who are under the direction of the Technical Director, who also
runs the theatre space for all school and district functions. The stage production class will
build the sets, set and cue the lights and sound, and build props when needed. A crew of 6-10
students will be needed for stagehands, lighting and sound cues. Publicity will also need a
photographer from the photography department, and the graphic department and the district
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level to coordinate their graphic designer and printers for the flyers, posters, programs and
publicity specials.
Budget Parameters
Expenditures

Cost

Contract Rights
$90 per performance or 10% of gross

Min. $360.00

Contract Combat Coach- Leslie Taft.

Max. $1,000.00

Set Production
Minimum allotment for materials

Min. $1,500.00

Properties (rapier rental)

$250.00

Assorted properties

$200.00

Soft goods- Draperies

$200.00

Costumes
Materials

$500.00

Rentals

$500.00

Wigs, nose and make up

$300.00
Total Approximate

$5,450.00

Anticipated Income
Tickets- 300-seat house, 75% full for 4 shows.
$10.00 VIP tickets (reserved first two rows), 30 seats maximum.
$7.00 General Admission
$5.00 All Students Tickets
Ticket specials include blocks of 10@ $5.00 a seat.
Based on 4 shows.
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VIP

$1,200.00

General Admission

$4,000.00
Total Approximate

$5,200.00

$500.00 Budget for Publicity
(The Publicity Budget is separate. It is handled by the Thespians Club who receive a flat 20%
of the proceeds from tickets.)
1. Print Budget
Posters- 50 11 by 17, 3 color. $50.00
Inter-district mail- Teacher packet to High Schools, Middle Schools, District Office
Flyers- 300 @ $.20 - $60.00 Classroom delivery.
Cast takes them around- Inter-district mail for all elementary schools. N/C,
McCallum flyers out to Ushers and ed. Department.
2. Advertising for Teachers-Feather Pens w/flyer attached. (100- $3.00 ea) $300.00
3. Commercial for Television and Morning Announcements-$20.00 Starbucks card $20.00
for eds and covers.
4. Outreach classroom ticket give away. Cyrano trivia (coloring contest) send back to class
and raffle those with the right answer. (2 tickets per day for 2 weeks).
5. T shirts@ $10.00 for each shirt- buy@ $7.00 plus 25 for screen. T-shirts wash as far as
making money fort-shirt give away to directors, admin.
6. $50.00 donation for zip stop nylon banner.
Free Marketing
1. Performance at school board meeting.
2. Contact w/ education department at the Desert Sun
3. Contact with the McCallum Theatre.
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4. District inter-district mail- mass email to all district employees.
5. School newspaper.
6. PTO newsletter.
7. Radio spots. Student contact with parent.
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Project Schedule
The production has a nine-week rehearsal schedule. The students involved receive a
printed calendar with the dates printed, and any changes and additions are printed and posted
on the callboard and the website. Students sign a contract that they will attend all rehearsals
and performances required of them, and the parents sign it as well. The calendar is included
in the following pages.
Eve,nt

Date Due

Calendar Meeting with High School

June 2006

Contract with Author's Agent Finalized

September 2006

Section I of the Project Notebook

July, 2006

Section II of the Project Notebook

September 1, 2006

Meeting with Production Team

September 11, 2006

Weapons/Props Rental Agreement

September 2006

Costume Rental Agreement

September 2006

Audition Notices

September 2006

Auditions

September 28, 29, October 1

First Rehearsal

October 2

The rehearsal dates and times are located on the following pages of the printed calendar.
Performances

November 29, 30, December 1 and 2

Post production deadlines. Section 3

January 2007

Full Draft of Thesis

March 2007

Folder Check

April2007

Orals

April 20, 2007
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Evaluation of the Play as a Production Vehicle
Every high school student at La Quinta High School reads Cyrano de Bergerac. It is
in the core literature for Sophomore English. Theater students are familiar with the play as
well. The Theater II class reads and discusses it in the beginning of the second semester.
While the play is familiar, it is not a popular work to study. Students find historical pieces
dull. They would prefer to do light comedies and Broadway musicals. When the next year's
season was posted at the end of the school year, the general consensus among the theater
students lacked enthusiasm, except for the students who study fencing. This project will
provide an excellent opportunity to change opinions and build a solid experience base for
students and staff alike. I hope to integrate curriculum across academic departments within
the school. La Quinta High School is an International Baccalaureate school. Fine Arts are an
equal component in the pedagogy, a requirement of all students who wish to graduate an IB
certificate. Every production at La Quinta should be able to overarch into all Areas of
Interaction. Cyrano provides strong connections with English, World Language, History and
Social Sciences, and Physical Education. Academic departments are supportive in this
enterprise and will actively encourage all students to attend the performances.
The school is large, with over 3,000 students. The house in the theater seats about
300. The goal is to have more students than community members attend performances of
Cyrano. One method is to have a special performance(s) for the feeder schools within
walking distance of the high school. Publicity within the high school structure is a major
emphasis for the advertising committee, who is made up of International Thespian students.
They are committed to improvement in ticket sales as revenue is directly deposited in their
account for their use. The package for publicity will reflect the image the cast and crew build
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for the show. Consequently, the first step is to build an image of the production that is timely,
universal and visually entertaining.
The first consideration was length of the original play script. The five acts in Cyrano
de Bergerac presented a number of challenges that outweighed the benefits of production.
The sets needed for the acts required more time, money and construction areas than are
available. Students and theater staff have many demands on their time. The amount of time
needed for rehearsal and memorization exceeded their capacity for production performance.
The heightened language also provided extra consideration as well as the large cast size
needed to stage the battle scene, for example. However, the strength of the story and the
importance in the lexicon of the literature and history said much for consideration of the
project. One-act adaptations provided a means to a practical end.
Cyrano, by Jo Roets, is a one-act that looked to be the answer to these challenges.
The play is constructed in shortened five acts, still within the structure of the original play,
but built at an accelerated pace that should keep the audience's attention. The set can be built
as a unit, with adaptations for each of the acts, moved during intervals without blackouts or
formal intermissions. Music should assist with the intervals, to continue the action and
further the story uninterrupted.
The large cast has been reduced to become a project for a smaller number of students
who will have a reduced number of lines. While large casts are important in an educational
theater experience, this production should have the capability for touring or competition.
Opportunities for both are part of the consideration. A reduced cast size also reduces the
amount needed for the budget. Costumes, make up, wigs and facial hair, weapons, and props
should be more manageable for the crews. Jo Roets wrote the play to be performed with as
little as three actors. This production will have more actors; each role will be played by one
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actor, with the ensemble of actors to play the crowd at the theater, the bakery workers and
soldiers, the nuns in the convent. Costume changes are a consideration; the goal is to have
not more than one costume change per actor. The Jo Roets' adaptation also affects the
language. Some of the lines are in verse form, but not a great quantity. The language is
modem, the word definitions are modem and the meanings become clearer to an audience
unused to heightened language.
Cyrano de Bergerac's code of ethics, to live his life without compromise, greatly
encouraged the decision to tackle the production. The play still exists and thrives in the
lexicon of literature and theatre because of the strength of the story. Cyrano deserves a good
audience; it deserves to become part of the school year at La Quinta High School. Students
will remember the production long after they have read the play. The story should help them
to connect to the world of literature and history. The one act vehicle is practical for the
venue, the budget is within reason; the time needed for rehearsal and performance is realistic
within the school year for student learning and staff calendar. While compromise abounds in
the production considerations and challenges, the important story of Cyrano and his time in
history is not diminished. I look forward to the adventure of Cyrano and the production at La
Quinta High School.
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Concept Statement
Cyrano is a hero, his life impacts all those with whom he comes in contact, from the
fops of the court of Louis the XIII to the girl who sells refreshments in the theatre. He lives
his life without compromise. He speaks his mind, regardless of the consequences. The hero
Cyrano lives his life in moments of action. He splashes across the pages of French history.
But Cyrano hides behind the bravura of his deeds. His inner thoughts, his private fears and
triumphs are cloaked in shadow, veiled behind the truth of how he feels and what he knows.
Cyrano's figure throws a dappled, multifaceted shadow that hides his private enterprise,
colors the lives of those around him and protects the ones he loves.
Cyrano's cloak throws a long, luxurious shadow. His hat shades his face and almost
hides the one example of his weakness, his pride. Cyrano uses shadow to his advantage, to
soften the truth about his enormous nose and to obscure the harsh realities of life. Cyrano
ceremoniously takes off his cloak in the duel, to fight unencumbered, but also to cast no
doubt on his intentions.
Every act in Cyrano should have some element of romantic shadowing. Act I is
evening in a Parisian theatre. Later, Cyrano takes on one hundred men in the grey-blue light
of the moon. Early morning shadows give way to shafts of soft sunlight to find Cyrano and
Roxane in the bakery in Act Two. Roxane's garden is dappled with moonlight as well as the
candlelight from her balcony window, to cast dark shadows for Cyrano to play his secondhand love scene in Act Three. The Siege at Arras begins in the fog of the early morning
hours in Act Four and ends in the cacophonous haze of battle. And, in Act Five, the final visit
Cyrano pays to Roxanne at the convent is as dusk, where golden shadows of fall foretell the
future for Cyrano and recall the past for Roxanne. Shadows hide the truth, frost the lies and
soften the pain of loving, and being loved.
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Bright colors of the court of Louis the XIII, of Paris in the 1640s, blues, greens and
purples, overlap onto the natural browns and blacks of the working soldier, the everyday garb
of the King's Guard, the stone paved streets and wooden buildings of Paris. The five acts of
the play each have their own location. The color palette should be different in each act. The
sets will provide a center; the structure by, through and around the action is played, simple
and strong. The set will need to be sturdy enough to withstand fights, duels and battles, as
well as love scenes and the comedy of wit. One unit set, wood stained in natural tones, two
levels, with areas unfolded for each specific area. Roxane's house has a balcony and is open
to a garden, with playing areas for shadows, to provide patterns of deception and truth.
Candle light that glows from the windows of the house, the moving shadows cast from
reflection from the moon. The foggy early morning rolls into the smoke and haze of the
battlefield. Different reds, the shadows of death, cast over the yellows of campfires, and
cannon report. The levels from the wooden unit set, should show the soldiers in action,
backlit to etch the movements in battle. The convent is fifteen years later, greens turn to
browns, grays and black. Shadow reflects death and also the autumn of life, with golden tints.
A simple vertical set, with strong colors of autumn against the dark of impending death,
should help make the transition from battle to convent.
Music is a strong presence in Cyrano. Claudio Monteverdi, Jeremiah Clarke and
Andre Campra were composers and musicians in Europe in the 1ih Century. Their secular
music for organ, brass and percussion reflect the strong sense of action, the romantic
elements of heroic deeds, the loud noise of fights and death. Monteverdi was also a master of
the Madrigal and Canzonetti, secular music for voices, often in sonnet form. This music of
the 1600's should provide conduits for set changes and changes in action. The soldiers of the
Guard sing a song in Act Two that should be repeated on the battlefield of Act Four. The
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music should be woven into the story, a tapestry of sound upon which the production rests.
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Given Circumstances

I. Geographic Location
A. Act I
a. Performance at the theatre in Paris (Roets 3).
b. Streets of Paris toward Port St. Denis. (5).
B. Act II
a. Church of Saint Germaine, Paris (5).
b. Comer of Saint Honore, Paris (5).
c. Paris, 1640, pastry shop of Mr. Rageuneau, (7).
C. Act III
a. Old house, winding streets in Paris (17).
D. Act IV
a. At the front, just outside of Arras, (the frontier, or lowlands of north east
France), camp of company of Carbon de Castel-Joux. 1640 is the date of the
real siege of Arras, during the Thirty Years War, where Baron Christian de
Neveuvillette was killed.
b. Vimy, ( a city at the border of France and Holland) can be reached (26).
E. ActV
a. The convent garden of Sister of the Cross, in Paris (31 ).
e. The court went to Fontainbleau, (33).
Historical and Physical Background of Paris and Arras
The city of Paris during the reign of Louis the XIII experienced a sense of
rejuvenation and physical growth (Greystone Press 73). The Royal Press was created in
1620 to create the Jardin des Plantes and construct the buildings of the French Academy
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(Maurois 77). New fortifications on the right bank allowed for increased commerce and
housing. New neighborhoods gradually replaced some agricultural areas along the Seine,
which in turn increase the shipping traffic along the river north and south of Paris. New
neighborhoods included the Faubourg Saint Honore, Marais, Ile Saint Louis, and Faubourg
Saint Germain (82). Saint Honore and Staint Germaine are used as locations in Cyrano.
The city of Paris in the 1640s also donned a mantle of substance and history. The city
began its existence simultaneously with the kings of France before 1000 AD. The original
site of the city, in proximity to the River Seine, was fortified and grew as the centuries
passed, so the city of Louis the XIII and Louis the XIV reverberated with the history of the
French people (Greystone Press 37).
The Encyclopedia Brittanica states that Paris experiences four distinct climatic
seasons, spring, summer, fall and winter ("Paris"). None of them are extreme in temperature.
Precipitation includes rain in the warmer months and snow during the winter.
Act Four is set in Arras, a border region between France and the Netherlands. This lowland
region is closer to the Atlantic Ocean than Paris and experiences coastal weather, such as
dense fog and mists. The temperatures vary accordingly, and can be cool even in the summer
months. The Encyclopedia Brittanica describes the climate as "temperate, maritime climate
predominately influenced by air masses from the Atlantic ("Belgium").
II. Time of Year and Day
A. Act I
a. 1640, evening (Roets 2).
b. Early June (Goode).
c. Battle of the one hundred men at midnight (Roets 11).
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B. Act II
a. Early morning (7), to midday of the following day (12).
C. Act III
a. Early evening the same day (17).
b. "The evening air is soft" (18).
c. The evening is dark with definitive shadows (19).
D. Act IV
a. Before dawn, it is cold and misty at the front (25).
b. August 8th, 1640 (Goode).
E. ActV
a. 1655, fifteen years later. Saturday evening, 7:00 P.M. (31)
b. "Stroke of seven" (32).
c. Saturday, the 261\ "shortly before dinner" (34).
d. "It is late October and leaves are falling-large leaves" (Kornhauser 181).
III. Economic Environment
Poetry and all fine arts were supported through patronage of nobility. Le Bret feels
that Cyrano could be supported by the powerful Count De Guiche, if he "played the game" of
writing poetry for hire (Roets 10).
Rageuneau the Baker, supports poets through a patronage of his own. He feed poets
and cavaliers of the King's Guard with the delights made in his pastry shop (7). The rise of
the middle class allows men like Ragueneau to own property and emulate nobility in
patronage and participation in the arts, with a corresponding nod from the aristocrats and the
Cardinal (4).
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De Guiche can use his money and title to buy himself a commission in the French
army (23).
Soldiers of the King's guard are paid, but evidently not enough, because they require
the support of men like the pastry chef, Rageuneau (Rostand 52-54).
The economy of Paris and France rested upon the strength of the monarchy. Louis the
XIII utilized the power of his advisors to encourage fiscal growth for the royal classes, which
in turn allowed the merchant classes to prosper. Craftsmen and guildsmen of all kinds built
new shops, opened businesses and catered to those who could afford it. The peasant classes
managed as best they could, with a high death rate among the lower classes of citizens. The
young Louis the XIV built the Hospital General in response to a death rate that was higher
than the birth rate in 1650 ("Paris").
IV. Political Environment
All allegiance is owed to the King. Absolute Monarchy rules France. French jurist
Jean Domat wrote in 1697 that, "The power of the sovereigns being thus derived from the
authority of God, it acts as the arm and force of the justice that should be the soul of the
government" (Halsall).
The King decides to move troops to the front, to Arras (Roets 24). The French are
embroiled in the Thirty Years War. Cardinal Richelieu wants to attack the Spanish before the
front at Arras can be reinforced (Goode).
The Spaniards have the upper hand in the siege and will soon over run the French
(Roets 27).
Richelieu wrote his generals, "You will answer with your heads if you do not take
Arras" (Goode). De Guiche quickly gives his regiment of Gascons the same warning. They
will receive post humus decorations for their bravery in battle (Roets 28).
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Cyrano angers those in power with his writings and rhetoric. The previous dialogue
and action suggests that powers greater than his are responsible for his fatal accident (32).
While the King is the power of the throne and Richelieu manages the political forces that
wield the power, Cyrano's unyielding sense of right makes fun of their foibles and excesses
with the "Chronicle of the Week" (33), a dangerous activity.
Cyrano spans a time of fifteen years. It begins in 1640, during the reign of Louis the
XIII. The Thirty Years War with Spain is drawing to a conclusion. Military presence is an
important component of the political structure. The King is the highest military commander.
Consequently the King's Guards, the leadership regiments of the Musketeers, were
composed of noble born sons from all over France, who sought their fortune in arms for their
king. The Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia's information on this period of history refers to
the Thirty Years War that pitched Catholic against Protestant, with the countries of Europe
each taking up sides. Anne of Austria, who was the daughter of Prince Phillip of Spain, was
married to Louis XIII. When France supported the Protestant countries, Anne was suspect of
treason ("Anne of Austria"). When Louis the XIII died in 1648, the war ended, and Anne
became regent for her son, Louis the XIV. The political turmoil of this period is reflected in
the play, for the character of Cyrano is increasingly unpopular in his political views. The
fatal accident in Act V is rumored to be no accident, and was an attack to silence Cyrano
from continuing his damaging statements against the political powers that eventually caused
Louis the XIV to build Versailles and move the court out of Paris, in order to keep them
under his control. Ragueneau reports in the Forsythe translation of Rostand's play that "it
was no accident. I saw a footman draw back from the window" (Rostand 165).
V. Social Environment
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The Count De Guiche is a powerful man; he is the nephew of the Cardinal. He is in
direct conflict with Cyrano who insults him in public. Hercule Savinien Cyrano de Bergerac
is a landed nobleman from the region of Bergerac. The honor of a gentleman was defended in
duels. Duels were legal, and an encouraged method of resolving conflicts between men of
station (8).
Roxane, being a cousin to Cyrano, and a noble in her own right, is able to move about
the city with a companion, a Duenna, a noble woman who does not have a sponsor and needs
to support herself (5). Fops were the wealthy classes who did not work for a living, who
spent time in court; gambling and wearing expensive, elaborate clothing (3). The Queen of
France and the Duke of Buckingham elevated the kiss to an art form, or representation of the
pure exchange of love that others wished to emulate (21 ). Romantic courtship was in words
and deeds, not necessarily through sexual experience, unless one was the King (18). Poetry
and letter writing were considered important means of courtship (11). The Kings Guard
enjoys certain standing in the community; nobles may fight as uncomissioned officers and
form their own units according to their regional loyalties, for example, the regiment of
Gascons to whom Cyrano and his friend Le Bret belong (9).
Familial status was of primary importance during this time, because power originate
at the throne. The social structure of France at this time provided for foreign-born nobility to
be treated with the same respect as the ruling family, often because they had intermarried,
such as Anne of Austria. These alliances also provided for noble classes of neighboring areas
to be given the same respect as due any person who owned land and a title. It was a popular
rumors that Anne of Austria and the duke of Buckingham's enjoyed a special relationship.
The article "Anne of Austria" from The Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia referred to Anne
as the daughter of King Phillip of Spain who married Louis the XIII and endangered her
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reputation with the English Duke of Buckingham. A romantic poet such as Cyrano de
Bergerac would find her cause to be irresistible. A middle class of craftsmen and artists
began to emerge, with the financial support of the noble class. Artists were sponsored by
royal courts and became powerful symbols of influence in daily Parisian life. Musicians and
artists came from all over Europe, regardless of war or political intrigue. Italian and English
artists found a home in the royal palace and later at Versailles. The Catholic Church was an
important element of social life. The wealthy used convents and monasteries and their
inhabitants for assistance in medical, social and familial situations in their private lives.
Roxane seeks shelter in the Convent of the Sisters of the Cross (Roets 31 ). The churches
were considered social gathering areas and religious holidays were the founding focus of
festivals and entertainments.
VI. Religious Environment
France is a Catholic country, ruled by the Cardinal (3). He is the religious head of the
Catholic Church in France. Roxane goes to the church at Saint Germaine for mass (5).
The Capuchin monastery is close to Paris, they do the Count De Guiche's bidding (16).
Roxane needs a cross, a bible and a veil to get married (22). Wealthy women, such as
Roxane, can seek asylum in the convents, her particular refuge is the Sisters of the Cross
(31).
The Cardinal Richelieu was the French minister of state for Louis the XIII. The
power of the Catholic Church often ran contrary to that of the throne, to cause an uneasy
balance between church and state. The Thirty Years War divided the Catholic and Protestant
religious spheres of influences in Europe and caused politics in France to splinter over
Catholic power and Protestant politics (Goode). The Catholic Church provided community
life in churches, convents and monasteries. Monasteries provided scholars and historians,
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musicians and artists. Wealthy women utilized the safe haven of religious life to retire from
the outside world. The convents and monasteries in response sought the monetary and
political support from this patronage. The Catholic Church retained the first minister position
on the King's council in the person of the Cardinal, even while France allied themselves with
the Protestant nations during Thirty Years War (Maurois 82).
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Previous Action
Cyrano falls in love with Roxane. He has developed as sense of immutable rules that inspire
and ensnare him in life. Count De Guiche has also fallen in love with Roxane. He is powerful
and rather unscrupulous. Roxane has also fallen in love, with Christian. The French are about
to go to war with Spain and King Louis the XIII rules as a very young man, with the
powerful Cardinal Richelieu as the power behind the throne (Goode).
Act I

•

Cyrano has a big nose (Roets 1) .

• Cyrano's nose is quite famous. ( 1) .
• Cyrano has a sense of humor ( 1) .
• Cyrano is a poet (1) .

• De Guiche is in love with Roxane and means to have her as his own (2).
• Cyrano has fought duels and is a better swordsman than De Guiche (2) .

• Cyrano is well known as an excellent poet who has no wealthy sponsor, such as the
Count De Guiche (4).

• Cyrano is in love with Roxane (4) .
• Cyrano believes he is ugly (4) .
• Roxane worries about Cyrano (4) .
• The Duenna is looking for Cyrano ( 5) .
• De Ligniere is drunk (6) .
• De Ligniere wrote an offensive poem about De Guiche (6). Before Act II The fight at
the Porte de Nestle caused the 100 men great suffering while for Cyrano, it was
merely a scratch. La Duenna arranges for Roxane to meet Cyrano at Ragueneau's.
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Act II
•

Ragueneau has a bakery shop (7).

•

Roxane was present at the duel that Cyrano fought with De Guiche (8).

•

Cyrano and Roxane were friends as children who spent summers together (8).

•

Roxane is in love with someone handsome, but they have never spoken (9).

•

Christian joined the Kings Guards that morning (10).

•

The Guards are mostly Gaseous who haze their recruits (10).

•

Christian is also in love with Roxane (12).

•

Roxane receives many letters from Cyrano (Christian) that she keeps and memorizes
(14).

Before Act III
•

Christian and Cyrano decide to go to Roxane's house in the early evening. Roxane
hopes that Christian is the man who will visit her that evening instead of De Guiche
(14).

Act III
•

Roxane has a house, an old one on a winding street, it has a balcony and a garden
(17).

•

The Queen of France has kissed the Duke of Buckingham (21 ).

•

De Guiche had the Gascony regiments' marching orders on his person even though he
had not planned to take them with him (24).

•

Before Act IV the regiment marches off to battle and begins the Siege at Arras.
Cyrano writes multiple letters to Roxane who falls in love with the picture of the man
she has in her imagination. He is in the habit of crossing the front twice daily to post
these letters to Roxanne (25).
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Act IV
•

The siege is not going well for France, they are starving and surrounded (25).

•

Cyrano has written two letters a day to Roxane and risks his life to have them
delivered (26).

•

De Guiche has already planned for the regiment to hold the position while the other
army retreats from the position. (25).

•

Movement of troops is reported behind enemy lines (27).

•

Christian does not know about Cryano' s daily letters to Roxane that have to be
smuggled through the front (28).

•

Roxane crosses enemy lines with a carriage for food for the soldiers (27).

•

Roxane feels that she now really knows Christian through the letters Cyrano has
written for him, many without his knowledge, that she loves him for who he is, not
what he looks like (29).

•

Before Act V fifteen years pass. Cyrano's fortunes are not better, they are worse. He
lives in poverty and often does not eat (Rostand 166-167). Roxane retires to
widowhood in a convent and weaves. De Guiche has seen great success and it now a
Marshall. Cyrano's friends know that his life could be in danger.

ActV
•

The convent garden of the Sisters of the Cross is located in Paris (Roets 31 ).

•

On Christian's death, Roxane retires to the convent where she lives for 15 years.

•

Roxane still carries Cyrano's last letter her wrote for Christian (32).

•

Cyrano visits Roxane every Saturday evening at seven (32).

•

Cyrano is hit in the head by a log dropped out of window (32).
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•

Cyrano is mortally wounded the evening before he goes to visit Roxane for the last
time (32).

•

Cyrano reports the news from court to Roxane every Saturday evening (33).

•

Roxane keeps Cyrano's last letter in a locket (34).
Polar Attitudes

Cyrano
Cyrano- "You see, I enjoy making fun of myself, but I won't take it from anyone else" ( 2).
"Honestly, do you think she' ll even look at me, with this grotesque thing here" (4)?
Beginning- I am proud, full of poetic beauty but filled with despair over my lack of a
physical reflection. I love Roxane, but will not jeopardize our close relationship with a
rejection of my declaration of love. I will love in silence and in deed. My human
imperfections make me unworthy to receive love from the most beautiful.
"But could you give your mourning veil a double meaning and mourn me a little too (35).
"But the bloodstains are his" (34 ).
End- I follow my code of honor, to uphold the death of Christian in Roxane's eyes, even
though my own are about to close. Loyalty and honor to my word go with me throughout my
life. I am a man without compromise. I feel worthy of Roxane's love.
Roxane
Roxane- "I adore him. But I must admit, we've never spoken" (10).
Cyrano- "What if your Greek god turns out to be an idiot (10).
Roxane- "Then I'd rather be dead" (10).
Beginning- I love the concept of romantic love, and think that real love has be with letters
and poetry, with beauty and romantic gestures. As a woman I have fewer choices in life. I
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would rather make those choices myself instead of having others make them for me. The
sweetest love is unattainable.
Roxane- "Now I see: it was you who wrote those letters. All those sweet words. That voice in
the night. It was your soul. You loved me" (34).
"I have loved only one man, to him taken from me twice" (39).
End- I realize too late that Cyrano was the man who brought love into my life. He is my
ideal, my hero oflove and honor, who holds on to his moral standards to his death. I now
know that while perfect love is unattainable, it is because of our own imperfections that it is
so unattainable.
Christian
Christian- "Does she love me" (12)? "When I'm with a woman, I get tongue tied. They like
to look at me" (13).
Beginning- I find Roxane beautiful and easy to fall in love with. Love is a noble game and I
would play it better if I could summon up courtly verse.
I follow my own code of ethics with courage to take Cyrano on by insulting him, not
knowing that Roxane has begged protection for me from Cyrano.
"You love her, you love her, you love her. Then tell her" (page 29).
End- I come to the realization that Cyrano loves Roxane with more passion than I possess. I
want Cyrano to tell Roxane about our secret of the letters, to see if she loves me or Cyrano. I
did not want to lose Roxane to Cyrano or anyone else at the beginning, but at the end I love
her and want her to know the truth, whatever it is.
De Guiche
"You arrogant clod.... without frills, without bows, without gold braid" (4).
"So gentlemen, your order for today is ... To stop the Spaniards until we get back" (28)!
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Beginning- De Guiche is born to nobility but is far from the noble qualities he represents. He
misuses his power and consequently it ridicules him.
"The battle draws near. My place is with the regiment (32).
"Madame, may heaven smile on you ... Maybe it's better not for her to know (36).
End- When De Guiche decides to return to his regiment before their last battle, he becomes
the man of noble purpose. He visits Roxane as well as Cyrano and asks her honestly how she
feels and what she wants to do with her life. His success reflects his decisions and their
consequences in a just manner.
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Analysis of Dialogue
Jo Roet' s adaptation of Cyrano de Bergerac is also a translation of a translation.
Edmund Rostand wrote the original five-act play in French, in 1897. It is a return to
Romantic Style. The rhyming verse found throughout lends itself to that feeling of romance
and elevated emotion. The dialogue seems more formal and represents the romantic period in
choice of lyric style. The play is about a poet/soldier and rhyming verse was used in many
scenes, by the protagonist and other characters. The baker Ragueneau composes poetry as
well and is a collector of other pieces. "The Ballad of a Fencing Bout between Cyrano de
Bergerac and a Foppish Lout" is a complete poem used as dialogue in Act I of Roets' play.
Jo Roets wrote this one act adaptation in Flemish. The location of the battle scene in
act four is in Arras, a region on the border of the France and the Netherlands, where Flemish
is spoken, however, the original play is entirely in French. The adaptation, Cyrano, was
translated from Flemish into English for the BBC production in 1997. Consequently, the play
is a product of post romantic French, modern Flemish and ultimately, modern English.
Much of the dialogue in Act I is composed in rhyming verse. The first scene
introduces the play in examples of descriptions of Cyrano's demanding nose, all in rhyming
couplets. "If I had to go around with a nose like that, I'd hide my face under a hat" (Roets 1).
The poetry of Count de Guiche is ungainly and consequently comic in structure and delivery,
set in A, B rhyme structure and rhyming couplets. Cyrano constructs a poem as he duels with
De Guiche; it is also set in rhyming lines of AB, AB. The rest of Act I rhymes in many
places. It represents a more formal life, rigid rules of society and dresses up the evening as
much as the evening clothes of the characters. The many rhyming lines used in dialogue
enhance the language with a musical quality. The "Ballad of the Fencing Bout" is written in
counts of 4, like that of a courtly dance. The couplets are in counts of 8 that not only
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encourage dance but also fencing. While the sense of composition lies inherently within a set
structure like this, the dialogue also needs to be evaluated for the intent of the actor in the
scene. Careful stress on the meaning of the lines the characters speak cannot be taken over by
a singsong quality.
Courtly poetry and love letters are more than dialogue in this play. They are part of
the action and part of the characters. They tell the story and give insight about the events that
take place within the play and why they come about. Ragueneau the baker sells bread for a
living and writes poetry for his life. Cyrano's multiple letters to Roxane from the front are
more than obligatory epistles; they are his passion, his mission and his life. Roxane loves a
man for his words. She feels that she can see into a person's soul through his poetry, through
his letters. Cyrano holds his life to the word. He does not compromise on his written form or
the content of the language. He will not permit a patron to influence his voice. A life without
compromise, letters uncensored, words shouted out loud, these are hallmarks of Cyrano's
character, and the story of his life. This moral code also leads him to his death.
The rhyming structure of the dialogue lends itself well to music. Much of the poetry
is in structure used for lyrics in songs. The Cadets song will require research for an authentic
tune of the period to utilize for the battle scene and the entrance of the Cadets into the bakery
in act two. The quick four beat of the songs mirror much of the dialogue. Compositions of
court musicians written at the time of Louis the XIII and Louis the XIV, such as that of
Claudio Monteverdi, provide excellent counterpoint to the spoken verse and supports the
flow of the dialogue and action from one scene to another.
The courtly dance of words used in the dialogue defines the characters and the action.
The duel scene is done in verse. The letter scene is done in prose. The characters ability to
use language give them depth and complexity. Cyrano is the poet. He is the true romantic
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hero who understands perfect love but never attains it. Roxane falls in love with words. She
can't see past them, they blind her just as sure as love it blind. Christian is unable to master
the art of love or the art of poetry. He finally understands when he cannot utter a word. De
Guiche is a cheap phony, in noble attire. His language is comical because he speaks what he
doesn't understand. Ragueneau lives his life for poetry and then becomes its mistress when
he goes to work for Moliere.
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Analysis of Characters
Cyrano
The soul of a poet, the heart of a warrior, a man who lives his life without
compromise, he is Hercule Savenien Cyrano de Bergerac. Edmund Rostand developed this
character in 1897 with a real person as the skeleton and Rostand's romantic story as the flesh
and blood of this now famous tale. Cyrano is the romantic hero we associate with the
movement of the Romantic period, in fashion a century before this play was written. He
yearns, pines and suffers for a love that he helps to make unattainable. "Honestly, do you
think she'll even look at me, with this grotesque thing here? I cherish no illusions" (Roets 4).
He builds his life around something he feels unworthy of, and yet is just the example of those
qualities he admires. "I break through the lines every night" (26). Cyrano delivers the letters
he promises to Roxane, without fail. He is only able to speak the truth about his love for
Roxane through another's lips, to inspire love but never reach it himself. "Under the cloak of
darkness, I finally dare to be myself.... Everything I have always wanted to say, I can now
blow up to you like a kiss" (20). He does not notice fear in the face of physical battle. He
fights unbeatable odds, "A hundred men? A nice round number, I'd say. Come on, follow
me, but keep out of my way" (6). Cyrano denies himself the thing he cherishes, in order to
maintain the heroic mold, even at his death, "It wasn't me. I swear" (34). He says to Roxane.
"No, it was the other one who loved you" (34). The denial is in words, the code Cyrano lives
by, but the actions of a dying man speak otherwise. While Christian also loved Roxane, he
would have allowed Cyrano to take her away from him. And so the unattainable love is held
pure and afar, Cyrano holds true to his romantic ideals in life and death. He does not
compromise.
Cyrano has friend in Le Bret, Sargent of the Guard. He speaks reason to Cyrano.
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"DeGuiche is a powerful man.... I've heard he could make you a famous writer." Le Bret
suggests that he stop playing the hero (4). Cyrano has the same reply to both suggestions.
"Never!"(4).
Cyrano has a brief moment of hope- he is almost forced into challenging the status
quo of the relationships he constructed with Christian and Roxane. An outside force brings
this possibility about, the free will of Roxane and Christian who are now beginning to know
each other as people. In Act 4, Roxane tells Christian that she would love him if he were
ugly, if he were deformed. Christian realizes that Roxane does not love him, that she loves
Cyrano. Christian urges Cyrano to tell Roxane the truth, He says, "I want to know the truth"
(30). Cyrano is hesitant for the first time. It costs him his happiness. For, Christian dies, and
Cyrano is unable to blemish the memory of his friend, his protege. His code of no
compromise will play out the rest of his life, and it appears, for he never wavers, without
regret.
Cyrano is the tragic hero. The action in the play depends on Cyrano's character. His
desire is to live his life without compromise. His will to accomplish a life without
compromise is so strong that the characters around him react to his decisions to have their
own will. The duel in Act I is Cyrano's initiation. Cyrano decides to do as he promises
Roxane, to have Christian write letters to her and to keep him protected. He risks his life
daily to make sure the letters get to Roxane, he protects Christian's memory, his honor, at the
cost of Cyrano's happiness and that of Roxane's as well. He is mortally wounded because of
his uncompromising views and goes to see Roxane because he gave his word he would.
Cyrano's code of ethics makes him the defender of the faith of free will. He decides
what will happen and the other characters react to the decisions. Often they don't seem to
realize it. He hides in the shadows and Roxane believes he is Christian. He takes on one
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hundred men because he believes he can. His physical strength is matched by his resolve,
"With ten hearts, twenty arms, my one nose, and my soul's defiance, I won't be fighting
dwarfs anymore, but giants" (5).
Roxane
The romantic heroine does not use intellect in the affairs of the heart. "I adore him.
But I must admit, we've never spoken" (10). We know that she is beautiful, Cyrano tells us,
Cyrano places her on the pedestal and Roxane lives there until she really falls in love, (with
Christian, she believes, but the audience knows that it is Cyrano). "Yes, I'm trembling, I'm
crying, I love you, I am transported by your words" (20).
Her intellect is used in poetry, the constructed language of love. She is impatient with
men who cannot produce poetry to her level of intellect. She dismisses Christian abruptly
when he fails to deliver the flowery speech she wants to hear. "Yes, you love me. Old hat!
Adieu! Goodnight" (18). Roxane firmly believes in love, the love defined by her society, the
nobliesse of King Louis XIII. The game is a serious one, for love is fought for to the death.
She runs the gauntlet of the Spanish front for love, without a thought for her safety. "I am
going to see my lover. And even the most bloodthirsty Spaniard closed the carriage door with
royal dignity, bowed to me like a comma, and said '"Por favor, senorita!"' (28). Roxane falls
in love with words, with poetry and language that is given to her as gifts. These are more
precious than a full life. She tells us what she thinks is true love, when she hears it. "Yes, I'm
trembling, I'm crying. I love you, I am transported by your words" (20). She goes to live in a
convent after Christian dies, content to bask in the reflections of old love letters, the
constructed memory of a man who really did not exist. She carries the last letter Cyrano
writes her for Christian as a talisman for love lost. She is still in mourning. She is still faithful
(33). The tragedy of Cyrano's death strikes doubly for her, in the loss of her best friend and
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with the realization that Cyrano was the man she loved all along. "Now I see, it was you who
wrote those letters. "All those sweet words. That voice in the night. It was your soul. You
loved me" (34).
Christian
Christian is spoken about before the audience meets him. Cyrano warns Roxane in
Act II that the man she thinks she loves and has never spoken to could be a handsome hunk
without intellect, a man without a poet's panache, which is a quality Roxane prizes. The
scene in Rageneau' s bakery foreshadows that very idea, that Christian is brawn without
brain. Cyrano becomes his mentor, at the request of Roxane, who he cannot refuse. Christian
is young, brave and before he dies, becomes a man much like Cyrano, his mentor. He wants
to know who it is whom Roxane really loves and is prepared to give her up if Cyrano is the
man (30).
Christian is a brave man. He knowingly tries to engage Cyrano in a fight. He attempts
to lure Cyrano into a duel, with the thought that Cryano is a master of the sword. Yet he
panics when asked to write a love letter to Roxane, He knows what his abilities are, they are
with the sword, not the pen. "I don't know the language of love ... "if only I could talk like
you" (13). This gives Cyrano the idea to work together to become the hero of every woman's
dreams. Christian loves Roxane, respects Cyrano, and agrees to the proposal.
Christian is a man of action. He cannot believe that Roxane would want a lover who
writes more than he kisses. He tries to be himself for Roxane, who is not impressed.
She wants the lover Cyrano and Christian have invented.
Character Descriptions
Cyrano
Desire- To uphold the romantic codes of chivalry and love.
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Will- Iron clad and unyielding.
Moral Stance- Honor to the code over honor to himself. He lives in denial of personal
feelings and hopes in exchange for the greater good of others as he sees it.
Decorum- His actions are flashy, his attire is not. Higher moral standard for him self than
others produces a haughty air and unapproachable demeanor except for those he loves.
Summary adjectives- Haughty, flamboyant, sincere, passionate, unyielding, iron willed, kind,
larger than life, quietly kind, sensual and aloof.
Roxane
Desire- To follow ones heart in the matters oflife and love.
Will- Her will is almost as strong as Cyrano's. She is impatient, compassionate, intellectual.
Moral Stance- The code of love is her bible. She believes that she can break moral codes
such as lying, to preserve the bonds of love. She is willful but always with the codes of
romantic love as her flagship.
Decorum- She is beautiful inside and out. She is stately, graceful and loveable. Inspires love
from all men who see her. Honest to herself and to love.
Summary adjectives- Courageous, intelligent, beautiful, clever, self-serving, kind, regal,
melodramatic, willful.
Christian
Desire- To be the romantic hero. To follow ones heart, learn the rules oflove and gain the
love of the person he desires. To be honorable in battle and to show no fear.
Will- Pliable, earnest yet elementary in comprehension, willing to change ideas in order to fit
the situation into the plan of attack to gain what he wants.
Moral stance- Headstrong, brave and fearless. Understands concepts of military demeanor
but is clueless in understanding complexities of the human heart. Will bend morals to attain
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desires but ultimately wants to do the right thing.
Decorum- Dashing, poses, flashy. Quick tempered and boyish. Handsome and reactionary to
situations that compromise his handsomeness.
Summary adjectives- Beautiful, straight forward, physically strong, brave, single minded,
steadfast, loyal.
Le Bret
Desire- To follow the moral code of the soldier. To be loyal, brave, circumspect in matters of
love and state and to support the friends and family around him.
Will- Strong, steady, calm and observant.
Decorum- Quiet in dress and attitude. Military style of life, quietly going about life in the
best possible manner. An enlisted man with the leadership powers of an officer.
Moral Code- Unbending in adherence to loyalties, to Cyrano, to his regiment to the woman
he loves. Simple military honor gives LeBret his direction.
Summary adjectives- Loyal, quiet, strong, supportive, fatherly, quietly romantic, watchful
and observant.
Ragueneau
Desire- To become a poet of the people and support poetry wherever he finds it, be it in love,
food or companionship.
Will- Pliable, can be talked into action that he has not thought of himself. Loves life and
wants success as a poet.
Moral Stance- Ragueneau considers himself to the poet laureate of the middle class. He
wants an audience and is willing to go to some lengths to get one. He honors other poets and
believes that the best of life is romantic and writeable. He will change his moral outlook on
life to achieve literary success.
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Decorum- Humorous, buoyant, flamboyant. He is an entertainer. He speaks as if the public
will hear him. He is subservient to other poets, often will make himself look comical in
comparison.
Summary adjectives- Romantic, comical, friendly, easy going, loyal to friends and wants to
be heard.
Duenna
Desire- To live her life as a noble woman, to be faithful to love and to be loyal to duty and
honor.
Will- Strong and steady. Upholds her beliefs while she supports Roxane in her life.
Moral stance- She does not judge others but follows her own morals. She watches what goes
on around her and is surprised to find someone who is like her, strong steady and true.
Decorum- Holds herself true to her heart, is willing to reciprocate love. She is quiet in
support of those she loves and cares for. Her beauty is clean, quiet and shines in a natural
way. She is honest with herself about her station in life yet yearns for romantic love to
conquer all.
Summary adjectives- Wise, strong, beautiful, careful, straight forward and loyal.
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Ideas of the Play
The title of the play is Cyrano, a direct adaptation of the original play written in 1897
by Edmund Rostand. The title signifies that the story is about the protagonist, the tale of a
man who lived in France in the 1600s. The adaptation is much shortened in length, although
it retains the same shape of five acts and original scene construction. The shortened name of
the original, in the use of the title reflects the modem view of the play, simplified, but whole.
Cyrano is his name. The story is about him. He is a larger than life hero, a man who
fights a hundred men, duels with royalty, battles the Spanish army and loves the most
beautiful woman in France. Cyrano is a hero with a flaw, a tragic tear in the fabric of his
story, for his unyielding concept of his moral code holds him in a firm unforgiving grip. He
lives his life without compromise. He glories in the freedom of his will, the same will that
holds his love captive and hobbles his happiness. Cyrano's rigid code of behavior brings dire
consequences to himself and those who love him.
Edmund Rostand was a playwright at the tum of the 20th century. He was born a
Parisian (Liukkoner). The character of Cyrano is much like that of Paris itself, proud and
turbulent, witty, artistic and vital. The city's motto is: "Fluctuat nee mergitur." It is in Latin,
and the English translation is, "she is buffeted by the waves, but does not sink"
(Discoverfrance.net). The author used real characters and places for his inspiration. Cyrano,
Christian, Roxane, Le Bret, the Comte de Guiche, and many others in the play were people
who lived during the time of Louis the XIII and Louis the XIV. The reputation for gallantry
and wit were the trademark for the real Savinien Cyrano de Bergerac. "Cyrano spent a
stormy existence in Paris and was involved in many duels, and in quarrels with the comedian
Montfleury, with Scarron and others" ("Savinien Cyrano de Bergerac"). Edmund Rostand
used the characters from history to create his own world of the play, the Paris of the real
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Cyrano and his times (Phillips and Sitar).
Cyrano remains a romantic tale, written in an age of realism. Neo-romanticism is a
term used to describe the playwright's style, one that signifies the return to a movement of
work similar to Victor Hugo, who lived a hundred years before Edmund Rostand.
Romanticism tended to draw their inspiration from themes of "longing for perfect love, the
search for unattainable happiness and peace of romantic death" (Pioch). The creation of a
romantic hero like Cyrano was a gamble for Paris in 1897. Coquelin, who originated the role,
was as unprepared for success as the playwright. "The news was somehow spread about the
theatre-loving public that something out of the ordinary was in preparation .... the entire
audience would rise to its feet, shouting and cheering for ten minutes at a time" (Claudon).
The story of Cyrano remains a popular standard of romantic theatre and has been adapted
into many languages and performance arts, to include movies and musical theatre.
Cyrano himself may be the reason for the timelessness of his story. Cyrano is a hero.
He says what he thinks. He takes action in a direct fashion, without thought of consequences
to himself and often, to others. He places his life and his happiness behind the wishes of the
woman he loves, the woman he believes to be 'the most beautiful woman on earth ... the
cleverest, the most intelligent, the kindest" (Roets 4). But he does not hope to win her love.
He thinks himself to be ugly. And it shatters his resolve to seek happiness. For, Cyano has
the soul of a poet and the heart of a lion. He understands that beautiful women want beautiful
things. So he goes about to bring her the Beauty she desires, the handsome Christian, and the
love letters she adores. Cyrano's poetic soul and Christian's good looks merge to make a
romantic hero no one can resist. Roxane falls madly in love with this hero. She marries
Christian on a whim, thinking that this is the man who speaks so sweetly, who writes so
passionately. Before she can discover anything true about her love, or the man she thinks she
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loves, both he and Cyrano are carried off to war. They are sent because yet one more man is
in love with Roxane, and he holds all the cards of power. Yet, the Count de Guiche is neither
poet nor handsome god. He is, however, in charge. Christian dies on the battlefield before
Roxane can learn the truth. Roxane is faithful to Christian. Cyrano is faithful to Roxane. It is
only when years pass and Cyrano is mortally wounded that Roxane begins to understand how
a hero really lives, and dies. She lets love slide through her fingers, Cyrano never speaks the
words she gave everything to hear. The romantic love all the characters held dear to them
remains illusive, out of reach and ethereal in spirit.
Philosophical Statements
"You see, I enjoy making fun of myself, but I won't take it from anyone else" (Roets
2). Cyrano's character defines the rules of the game, his life, the play. He also expects others
to live up to his moral code and dispenses with people according to how they measure up.
His code of life without compromise gives the action in the play a mythical quality, of a story
beyond the bounds of mortal existence. Cyrano becomes a myth that could be a kind of truth.
"Love is blind" (10). Cyrano is speaking to Roxane, to try to talk her out ofloving
someone she doesn't really know. Love does not make sense or follow any logic. It is an
ungovernable emotion that rarely brings us peace of mind. Is more than an intangible power,
it seems to be the character who manipulates the action of the play. They react to its whim
and fancy. Love is an action, more than just a state of mind.
"When I'm with a woman, I get tongue-tied. They like to look at me" (13).
This statement from Christian seems to be his philosophy of women. His good looks bring
them close. His fair smile encourages them. He knows that his outer beauty is his strength.
However this is not enough for women like Roxane, women who are schooled in formal
court etiquette and the established royal rules of love. Christian cannot satisfy their
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intellectual yearnings, the soft sound of eloquence upon the ears and upon the heart.
Christian is a hollow man, hampered as much as Cyrano is with his large nose. Together they
make the perfect hero, together they make the man no one can resist.
"I am the shadow, you are the sun's light" (19). Cyrano is speaking to Roxane in the
garden. She cannot see him; she thinks he is Christian. Cyrano is able to reveal how he feels
about himself and Roxane, he gives her his philosophy of his life. He is in the shadows of
unhappiness, unable to bask in the sunshine of Roxane's love. Cyrano is also unable to feel
the glow of glory and fame. He suffers in direct consequence to the shadow he throws, larger
than life, unyielding in stature. His life is the glove he throws against the nobleman's cheek,
before he runs him through.
"Now I love your innermost being .... Your looks are not important anymore. I
would love you just the same if you were to lose them" (29). The romantic vision Roxane has
had of her lover has undergone great change. The soul of the man she loves becomes as
important to her as his handsomeness. The attitude that Roxane had with Cyrano in the
bakery, about loving someone for their looks, has changed as time marches on, the time she
never really has, for Christian dies quickly there after and Cyrano is given no time to reveal
his true feelings. Roxane's philosophy on love changes radically. She remains loyal to a man
of word, even though he never existed in the life of Christian.
"But the bloodstains were his" (34). These are Cyrano's last words. His philosophy of
love, a love that requires loyalty, truth and honor seem to be all that Cyrano has left. Cyrano
may love Roxane, visit her every Saturday, be her best friend all of his life, but he never tells
her the truth. The philosophy of life without compromise governs the action of the character
and of the play. The heroic gestures hold to the last, Cyrano comes out of the shadow, only
upon his death.
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Moods of the Play
Units for Act I

Mood Adjective or Metaphor

The Nose

wide and warm welcoming fun.

The Duel

candle lit glow, polite parry and thrust.

My panache

feathery, wide brimmed slouch hat.

Quest#l

midnight blue, men's cries.

Units for Act II

Mood Adjective or Metaphor

Wake Up!

bread baking aroma hazy glow.

Roxane

rustle of silk skirts, soft hands.

Reality check

make it go by quickly.

The Plot

four boots, two hats, two capes.

Letters

court music, chess moves.

Men

De Guiche' s black mustache.

Units for Act III
Self delusion

patterns of green leaves.

Defeat, Part I

shadows deepening.

Coersion, Part I

pink flowers on the trellis.

Defeat, Part II

shadow of Cyrano's hat under the tree.

Coersion, Part II

violin sonata music.

Offtowar

drum beats, deepening shadows.

Units for Act IV

Mood adjectives and Metaphors

Dawn at war

fog, cold settling in like a blanket.

Stranded

the flag of Castel Jaloux.

A gift from heaven

warm sun colors smell of food.
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The Truth

the sounds of battle.

Christian dies

red, rumbling, fire, and spotlights.

Units for Act V

Mood Adjective and Metaphor

15 years later

leaves falling, autumn colors against
black.

Cyrano's visit to the convent

white bandage, red blood.

Chronicle of the Week

a lone chair and a cane.

Cyrano dies

parry and thrust with God.

Roxane's fate

black and white, a cross.

Tempo
Act I
Tempos

lhe. \\) D ~e_.

Units

lnA.ih

Act II
Tempos

Act III
Tempos

Act IV
Tempos

Tempos

58

)OQ

)1; t:.I')

DeadylOO
Tone
A phrase to summarize this play: Cyrano jousts with the windmill of truth.
A word to summarize this play: Romanticism.
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Previous Productions
Jo Roets' Cyrano was first performed in English for BBC television and Global Stage
Productions. This information was found on the cover jacket of the VHS video by Global
Stage Productions of Cyrano. Jo Roets was then part of a dynamic children's theatre
organization based in Antwerp, Belgium. Events in the story of Cyrano de Bergerac take
place not far from Antwerp, in the border region of Arras. Perhaps the proximity to specific
locations in the play encouraged Jo Roets in his vision. It appears his goal in this particular
adaptation was to reduce the requirements of a large production while still honoring the
themes and characters for the audience. The play is written for eleven characters and can be
done by as little as three. This makes the play Cyrano an excellent project for companies on
tour, children's theatre and for educational settings (Arden Theatre Company). "The epic
three- hour play has been pared down to ninety minutes without losing the style and energy
of the original," said Damien Jaques of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel about the 2004
production at Milwaukee Repertory Theatre.
Some production companies have utilized this particular script to downplay the size
of Cyrano's nose. The Seattle Children's Theatre chose to keep the nose out of their
production altogether. Jo Roets directed this particular work, where it played at their home
venue and on tour, to include Washington D.C. This was a particularly experimental
production, and one that used three actors, no scenery and all sound effects done onstage by
the actors. Would the audience miss the symbolic proboscis if it were left out entirely? Chris
Bennon wrote in the magazine American Theatre about this production and quoted Linda
Hartzell from SCT to say that, "it lets kids use their imaginations, with all the movies and TV
they see, today's children don't get enough of that" (Bennon 19).
Some reviews were supportive of the entire production, while others did not warm to
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the streamlined version of this classic. Claudia Perry, from Philadelphia's Arden Theatre,
suggested that a teenage audience might enjoy the extremely pared down story. "It is a
sophisticated love story, one about real love versus superficial love. I think audiences need to
see the big nose .... The romantic age of the musketeer is home for Cyrano and the stage
seemed bare in comparison" (Perry).
Other reviews praised the deceptively simple innovations. Milwaukee Repertory
Theatre's critic, Damien Jaques did not miss the large army or Renaissance costumes.
He insists that the story can be told in contemporary style. "It is hip, funny, clever and smart
and pulls the audience into the I ih century without a three hour venture into history"
(Jaques).
Jenny Sandman of the Midtown International Theatre Festival felt that the use of
period costumes enhanced the themes of the play. The production she wrote about used four
actors and a small but more traditional set design. "Rurnohr (the director) made the right
choice in setting the play in 15th-century France" (Sandman I).
Trinity Repertory Theatre's production utilized eleven actors on the stage in their
production. The review written by Louise Kennedy of the Boston Globe applauded the
production and found the smaller set, fewer characters and more streamlined production to
lift itself above the "melodrama and garlands of verbiage" that is the stamp of a traditional
five act, three hour play. The critic felt that the actors carried the production with a quick
tempo that kept the audience from sitting back in their seats. She felt that the adaptation
reflected Cyrano's paradoxical view on life, that the inner soul reflects much more of the
person than the outer trappings that one carries around with them.
Cyrano was produced in Edinburgh, Scotland at the Brunton Theatre in 2004. Mark
Fisher was the critic who wrote for the Hi-Arts Journal. He described this production as a
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"swift, sleek piece of entertainment that looks the audience straight in the eye and engages us
with a good story well told".
Robert Windeler from TheaterScene.net was not impressed with Jo Roets' adaptation.
He felt that each translation of the original French play by Edmund Rostand suffered from
manipulation. The shortened one act idea destroyed the heightened language and lessoned the
impact of the historical era. The myth of the tragic hero became a sort of commercial for love
lost. He felt the author had "hacked yet another hour of pure poetry from Rostand's original,
making this a Cliff Notes of a Cliff Notes production" (Windeler). He criticized this
translation. He found the language lacking and the characterization minimal.
The Weston Playhouse Theatre at the University of New Hampshire produced Cyrano
in their 2005 season. They had done their homework, to review productions from Dallas to
New York, to find the vehicle worthy of tour and home theatre. They used the minimum of
three actors to play all parts and set the production in a traveling carnival atmosphere.
Reviews admired the "playful theatricality" of Roets' Cyrano ("Weston Playhouse Tour").
In consideration of all the reviews, comments and publicity found about the one act
adaptation of the original play, most press was positive and encouraged audiences to attend.
The comments were often that these productions were excellent for student audiences. Most
of the productions were more experimental in design and cast with much smaller numbers.
Modern audiences, especially communities who are not traditionally theatregoers, appreciate
the length and the simplicity of a production. While a play deserves to be produced as it was
intended, the vehicle also has a life of its own and in order to remain a viable part of our
culture, should be able to transcend shape and form to maintain the gem of its personality and
spirit of it's story. Perhaps that is what Cyrano is all about.
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Information on the Playwrights
Edmund Rostand
Edmund Rostand was not prepared for success with his play, Cyrano de Bergerac. It
was written in a style that was popular in France nearly a hundred years before. The play was
about a musketeer of the 1600s, a swashbuckling tale of honor and gallantry. The style and
flavor of this piece reflected the work of Alexander Dumas and was in an opposing style to
the very different from the realistic literature of Emile Zola and Gustave Flaubert, who
represented the popular literary trends. The grim social issues of the day disappeared
altogether from the stage in favor of beauty and the optimism of love. According to historian
Gregg Wise, the production company was prepared for a short run disaster. Edmund Rostand
apologized to his actors in advance for the failure he thought it would be. Instead the play
swept through Paris in a romantic wave of fresh air, to provide Parisians and France with the
proud nostalgia they continue to enjoy (2).
Edmund Rostand was born in Marseilles in 1868. His family urged him to study law,
but his passions were poetry and theatre. His first play, Le Gant Rouge, was produced when
he was only twenty years old. Rostand's name became popular with actors and theatrical
producers. In an article in Books and Writers, author Petri Liukkoner states that Rostand's
first play with positive critical reaction was Les Romanesques (1894). The musical The
Fantasticks is an adaptation of this play (1). While his plays were performed with success, his
masterpiece was Cyrano de Bergerac. Rostand was 29 years old at the height of his literary
popularity. His delicate health and pressure to continue to write successful plays may have
attributed to his early death in 1918 (Steell 12).
Cyrano de Bergerac was loosely based on the life of a soldier and poet who lived in
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the early 1600s, in the reign of Louis the XIII. Rostand used events in the "real" Cyrano's
life to construct a tale wrapped in fact and fiction. "The real Cyrano de Bergerac had, in real
life, very little in common with the hero of the Rostand play" (Liukkoner 1). However, both
the real and constructed Cyrano lived a romantic, larger than life existence. Cyrano de
Bergerac is a return to romanticism that continues to touch audiences today. Romantic
attitudes contain a deepened sense of nature, an exaltation of emotion over reason, a
heightened look at the internal wishes and thoughts of characters and a preoccupation with
heroic greatness (Pioch 2). The optimistically elevated style of life is reflected in the
language and the action of the play. It speaks to the better qualities of man and to our belief
in myths that causes them to replace unwelcome reality in our hearts.
Jo Roets
Jo Roets is a Belgian actor, director and playwright. He wrote the one-act adaptation,
Cyrano, for youth theatre, in Flemish. Jo was trained at the Toneelacademie of Maastricth in
Belgium. He has won many Belgium theatre awards, including the Signaal Prize and the
Hans Snoek Prize. He is an Artistic Director for Blauw Vier, a children's theatre in Antwerp.
In 1998 the BBC purchased filming rights to Cyrano. Audrey Van Tuyckom translated it into
English. Jo Roets directed his play for the BBC as well. The filmed production is with three
actors playing all the parts and the stage is set more for a radio show than a traditional stage
production, and is accompanied by a student study guide. Cyrano has since been produced
and performed by professional, college and high school theatre in many English-speaking
countries.
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List of Leaming Goals or Student Outcomes
The National Content Standards for Visual and Performing Arts in grades nine
through twelve outline expectations for the state of California for Theatre Arts.
•

1.0 Artistic Perception. Students will learn vocabulary through rehearsal,
production and performance experiences. Students will establish subtext for
their characters and learn through research the specific genre and historical
impact of this specific work.

•

2.0 Creative Expression. Acting choices will be explored through
characterization experiences, development of units and action, and interaction
with other characters in the play. Production elements will be explored
through the staging of this work, research based work to design, create and
build the environment of the play.

•

3.0 Historical and Cultural Context. The language of the play will dictate
study in the historical use of classic application. The impact of the historical
piece will be discovered in research with films of this production, a live
production and reviews of the genre through reading and films.

•

4.0 Aesthetic Valuing. The power of the myth to change or recreate culture
will be explored through understanding of the play and its time. The students
will become familiar with the impact the work has had on history and the
development of culture. Society and its values will be explored in their work
on characters and construction of the world of the play.

•

5.0 Connections, Relationships, Applications. The production of this play will
incorporate the talents and skills from construction, technical elements,
language based development, professional fencing, graphic design and
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theatrical management. Career skills and applications are evident in a
production promoted to a public community audience and one who uses
professionals from the community to interact with the students.
Students who participate in the production will receive experiential reinforcement of
these standards. School aged children will be encouraged to attend as audience members. All
teachers who wish to bring their students to a special performance will receive curricular
packets appropriate to their grade levels, activities and information that will reinforce
language arts and social studies standards as well.
The first strand is Artistic Perception. Students will learn vocabulary such as genre,
style and acting, theme and design. They will also identify elements needed to research in
order to understand and script and it's story. The assessment tool for this strand is how well
the students feel comfortable in the environment of the play. Do they use their costumes as
clothing? Does the world of the play fit comfortably for them? The second strand is Creative
Expression. Students will analyze choices made in production from the script and how a
director achieves the goals mutually agreed upon. The assessment goal here is to evaluate the
decisions made by the direction team and the actors to successfully move the action of the
play through real action. Is the pacing even? The third strand is Historical and Cultural
Context. Students will compare and contrast the historical past of this theatrical event and
how modem theatre has changed or impacted it. What different aspects of theatre throughout
history did we use to achieve our specific world of the play? What elements of Elizabethan
theatre was incorporated into a French romance? Did the use of technical elements
substantiate our goals? What impact did the production have on the culture of the high school
in which it was performed? Aesthetic Valuing is the fourth strand. This critical strand gives
students insight into evaluation of the production in reflection to the goals reached and not
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reached. The community press and high school newspaper will review the production.
Students in the production will be asked to write a formal evaluation of the play and it
success with the high school culture. The last strand concerns Connections, Relationships and
Applications. Career choices are considered here, this strand allows students to see the
production as a future career decision, teaches the importance of deadlines and the values the
collaborative effort to create art. Members of the community will work with students to open
vistas of possibilities for future careers, in construction, light and sound techniques,
costuming, make up, fencing and press related work such as photography, film making and
publicity and theatrical management.
This particular production is an extra credit, after school endeavor. The work for the
show directly affects students in their roles as actors and directors, stage management, house
management, publicity, technical direction, set construction, photography, and video
production. Kathy Karstens and Jennifer Pannell teach the classes. Consequently, student
goals will be nebulous in measurement through the tradition methods of assessment.
However, the International Baccalaureate students will also study the literature of Cyrano de
Bergerac in their diploma classes and the stage production classes will be assessed on the
projects required by their teacher.
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Production Journal for Cyrano
Thursday, September 28, 2006.
The cast met for their second rehearsal tonight from 6:30 to 8:30 PM in the black box
rehearsal hall. It was very hot in the hall. It was 109 degrees today. All the cast showed up,
some a few minutes late and I let them know that wasn't going to work. It is the usual shuffle
with the cast. We have a few extra spots open, that is fine, but it makes for upheaval for the
students later. The rehearsal schedule is the usual craziness, impossible to please everyone.
The fight coach, Leslie Taft, is very busy and working for hardly anything, so I'm trying to
work around her schedule. The other theatre teacher, Britt, is not too busy and she came to
rehearsals. I think she tried to say a few things, but I kept on going. I felt uncomfortable with
her doing that. She is a smart person and I think caught on to the situation. I lost one soldier
to water polo, picked up another one that did not audition but their parents called the theatre
teacher and she let them in. I have worked with him before and he is not particularly
dependable. But these are small parts. I did lose Le Bret, and replaced him with an
experienced senior. He asks questions constantly, but seems to be able to follow direction. I
also briefly met with some of the tech crew.
Monday, October 2.
It was very hot today again with high humidity as well. Rehearsals were from 5PM
to 8PM. The air conditioner was not on in the hall and it was difficult to concentrate. I
worked all day nonstop, worked for 2 hours on blocking and line evaluation and then went to
rehearsals. 4 or 5 students in the cast have some sort of problem with the schedule I handed
them at the last meeting. Miles will need me to talk to his soccer coach to see if he can still
stay with the play. Brittany had to go to work to try and fix her schedule. Two cast members
left early. The assistant director has missed the last two rehearsals. I don't want to replace her
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as she has valid excuses and will work hard for the show. I did hire a stage manager, Whitney
Alas, and she was there. I set her up with all her jobs. She is going to bring her camera for
rehearsals shots to use for publicity. Britt Panell, the theater teacher, set up the bulletin board
in the black box and helped with the poster. It is nice to have some adult assistance. Leslie
came in at 6:30 and worked with the leads. It is taking longer to get the fight scenes done.
Last weekend I worked four hours on blocking the scenes. I worked on the music
some more as well, and composed a song that the cadets could sing with their words. I taught
them to the students, I want everyone to know them and sing them for moral support. I let the
cast know that if they didn't like the song I "found", that I would listen to ones they liked. I
composed it, but didn't want to sway the cast with my piece. Chris Sullivan brought one
forward and we all listened and voted. The consensus was that we keep the one I constructed.
It is nice to know that the cast supports my choices.
Publicity is a big issue. I booked a performance at the school board meeting on the
14th of November. That should be good as there is usually TV press at the meeting and if we

are lucky, they will be there when we perform. I also got some good ideas on the poster, and
will meet with graphics as soon as we get the pictures we want in rehearsal.
I cannot thank Britt Pannell enough. She must be tired of me barging in on her
department. I appreciate her support.
Tuesday, October 3, 2006.
We had rehearsal today from after school until 5:00 PM. The hall was cooler, I think
because it was cooler today, even for us. Everyone came except for Miles. He wants to do
soccer and drama. It's not working out. He is a freshman, one of my students who acted last
year in major parts for two shows. He is good, dependable and serious about his work. But he
wants to go out for soccer. I spent my only free time today talking to Gary Nadler, his coach,
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to see what we could come up with. Gary didn't even want to talk to me about it. The last
drama teacher was not exactly easy to work with and gave theatre a poor reputation when it
comes to collaboration. I've known Gary for years and I just kept reminding him that it was
me he was talking to and not the old "witch" from previous years. No wonder the other
teachers were so cool to me in this new job. We can only make it better through time. But
Miles needs to make up his mind on this. He can miss rehearsals and have a very small part.
Or he can drop out of either. It's up to him. He went to soccer today and missed a very
important rehearsal. We blocked Act IL We spend every rehearsal doing warm ups and
icebreakers. Today the student director, Sarah Preston, ran the warm ups and exercises. I
noticed improved concentration and cooperation today. The droning on about, "script plus
pencil equals success" got most of them to bring what they need. The girls checked rehearsal
skirts out of the costume cabinets and the boys got out hats of all kinds and capes. They
looked like a mix between Godspell and Waiting for Godot, but it helped quite a bit.
I was prepared with the blocking and changes in line placement. I could talk a little with the
leads about subtext and they even looked at me with some understanding. The leads are
juniors and seniors, some with experience in more than one school. They aren't the only ones
who need to be prepared for rehearsals. Leadership requires example. I don't know how
directors get what they want when they don't know what they want. I've been there and it
isn't pretty. Tomorrow we look at Act III. It is a small group, mostly leads, I'm hoping to
concentrate on the story and the characters as we review blocking. Kathy drew some sketches
so we know where Roxane can stand on the balcony and where the bend and trellis should
be, so Christian can get up and down easily. Kathy has some ideas that seems similar to what
I am looking for and won't cost too much. Nick Cooley, (lighting tech), and I are meeting
next week to nail his ideas down. He hasn't had much training with technology in lighting-
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they don't have too much to work with.
Wednesday, October 4, 2006.
Today's rehearsal went well. We blocked Act III. Everyone showed up, except for
Miles. We read it first, with directions and blocking directions inserted, I talked them through
motivation oflines and reasons for interaction and timing. Then we ran it through. They are
beginning to see the elements of comedy and pathos in the romantic scenes, and begin to
understand the character motivation. The student who is Christian has some speech problems,
he sounds too much like President Bush. He is from Texas. I have worked with him before
and it takes tact and patience to get him to hear your suggestions. The daily pace of teaching
and rehearsals plus the duties of the middle school drama position are rigorous. I rarely get
time to eat much less breathe during the school day and that is from 7AM to 5PM, except for
the days when we go from 5PM to 8PM. It is difficult to be spontaneous, creative and
supportive under that kind of strain, but I'm sure theatre in America was built on a similar
work schedule.
Monday, October 9, 2006.
Tonight's rehearsal was on the stage for the first time. The air conditioning was on
and the parameters of the performance space allowed for a more realistic approximation of
the production experience. I also met with the kids who would like to be on the publicity and
house committees after school at 2:30PM. I outlined the duties for them from the
performance dates backward to today. It seemed a great deal of information for them. I don't
know how much they absorbed. I left it that they should sign up for the di:fferent committees
and that the next meeting would be in a week. I will have a calendar with deadlines for them
and the committees outlined for sign ups. I am going to the CETA conference this weekend
and will have time to do this on the plane back and forth. I am hoping that Costumes-Galore
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will be at the conference. It is where I met them last year. That way I can book some dates in
order to take my costumer out to see what their inventory is and what kind of color palette we
can have.
Tonight's rehearsal started at 5 PM. Sarah Preston wanned up the students and we ran
over the blocking for the opening and Act I until the duel. Aaron Fagan, Cyrano, has a class
every Monday from 5PM to 7 PM. It is a requirement for his coursework. So, it is not easy to
run anything without him. Leslie Taft came at 6:30 and we blocked the duel for all the other
actors on stage. I am working with many freshmen and sophomores with little experience in
high school theatre. It is interesting. They cannot stand still. They fidget, they cannot
concentrate on the moment But, they come to rehearsal. They are getting used to calling if
they are late, as well. Leslie wrote down the choreography for the duel, and we have called
an extra rehearsal on Wednesday, in order not to fall behind.
The tech department has received little formal training. Kathy Karstens is in charge of the
theatre building for the high school. She builds sets, manages the shop and tries to maintain
the lighting and sound in a building that has seen some misuse. The technical elements of this
production will be a challenge. While I look forward to the work, it worries me.
We are advertising the show at Back to School night. We are also going to a college
production of Cyrano in Los Angeles, at Fullerton College, on the same day. We are taking
cast, crew and theatre students.
Thursday, October 11, 2006.
The production at Fullerton fieldtrip proved to be a positive experience for everyone.
We stayed for talk backs with the cast and production crew. The college professor, who was
also the director, monopolized the session. It provided some excellent food for thought. The
handling of the language was uneven. They had the usual 10 weeks to produce and had some
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successes but it was the challenges that interested me. I am going to look at how the students
should receive more practice in language, projection and style. The awareness of what I
would like to hear from the actors gives me hope that we can achieve success with this. I
talked to the leads who would like more technical training in general, so I will include more
specific exercises at the beginning of every rehearsal now. Breathing, voice placement,
balance, awareness, and trust building are all on the list of priorities.
Thursday's rehearsal with Leslie went very well. She asked Aaron and Zack if they
would like an extra fight rehearsal the night before and so I had time to schedule things and
talk to Sarah about directing concepts while Leslie worked with the duel only. So for the next
night, when we had full cast for fight rehearsal, the students were able to see how it was
going to be with real weapons. We rehearsed the duel scene over and over, each time to build
on the scene for every actor. Everyone left feeling productive more comfortable with each
other. I have learned the pace of instruction for the fighting scenes a little more and as we
forge ahead, I hope I have a better handle on time needed for the different scene components.
Leslie has been very helpful in choreographing the fights themselves, and very patient with
the actors. Her quiet, calm style is a balm to those students who can't concentrate. I am
confident that the students will react to her style in a positive manner.
The student who plays Le Bret has missed two rehearsals and that is my limit, unless there
are circumstances beyond their control. I had another student read for him, and will seriously
consider Jake for the role.
Monday, October 16, 2006.
Today we worked with Jake to bring him up to speed on the new part of Le Bret. He
is tall and capable, but younger than I would like. It will changed the composition of the cast
and I will probably have to make more than this one change before we are through.
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Leslie works diligently to give the students reasonable choreography that they can
accomplish. We taught the choreography and then gave them the epees. This was a scary
time to for me. Until now, the only actors with epees were experienced people, upper
classmen who take what they are doing very seriously. But now I have all ten students with
swords in their hands. We continue to review safety issues involved and how they will deport
themselves while doing this. I kept thinking about the safety principals of stage combat; eye
contact, pacing or speed and distance. Leslie backed me 100 percent on everything and we
told them that we wanted everything in slow motion. That is incredibly difficult for young
adolescents, they run, break neck speed, through life. We walked them through the scene for
the first hour and armed them the second hour. Leslie wrote everything down, and I have the
whole thing memorized. But it takes so much energy to keep them on task, to keep them
quiet. Sarah and I play "good cop, bad cop" and it takes as much energy to keep them
focused as it does to do the scene. The entire fight scene is about a minute in length.
My real job is very busy right now. I have a group of Redhawks Live!! in a rally for
the school. We have only four rehearsals to pull this together. We are building the Haunted
Mansion, which takes us about four weeks to build. That is in addition to the regular teaching
load. I do not know how people with families do this work. My children are grown and live
far away. I have to prioritize time just to call them regularly. I look forward to a time where I
can get to the gym regularly.
Home Depot received our purchase order for $1,500.00, to be used for set
construction materials. This Saturday is our first tech day. Hopefully some parents will show
up to help. Kathy gave me some more specific drawings today. These new drawings look
much more like the show we just saw at Fullerton College. I am not particularly thrilled with
them. They seem very one-dimensional. I hope to be able to make some comments during
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construction that will give me more levels to work with and more of a central idea that is
more easily changed. Let's see what this weekend brings.
Wednesday, October 18, 2006.
We have developed a plan of attack for "small cast scenes". We read units and
discuss them in depth before the actual blocking rehearsal. After the actors run through the
units, we discuss the changes or problems we see and would like to address. Then we do the
scene again, to see how it feels with the changes. This has worked out nicely for our second
attempts at blocking these scenes. The characters get a chance to use their natural inclinations
and we as a production team can offer our ideas and insights. I try to include the assistant
director in decisions and give her small scenes to block herself, to discuss with the actors and
experiment with original ideas of her own. I can see what I would like pretty quickly. My job
is to try to get the high school actor to approximate my suggestions while holding on to what
is already learned. I enjoy the intellectual process of searching for the natural action of the
scene, to help the actor identify the characters' wants and needs, while telling the story to the
best of our abilities. The cast does well with this process for about two hours and then is
ready to go home. Today we worked on the balcony scene and the kiss. Even with
experienced actors, the students giggle and are timid about the kiss, and the other actors are
as well. I try to keep it serious and professional, but I see where I can overdirect them, ignore
that they are adolescents and sap the fun from the production. I take a deep breath and realize
that the play has far to go, and I want the actors to go there with me.
Monday, October 23, 2006.
I made a mistake. I should have stayed here this weekend instead of going to Cal
Poly to visit my daughter. Kathy and her regular crew of parents had their first building day
last Saturday. They did quite a bit, but it wasn't what I wanted. OK, the platform in front will
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work just fine. It goes out well into the audience and will be enough for the action we need.
But the major part of the set, the unit that has the balcony, the rampart, the convent, is not
what I asked for. First, it is eight feet tall. They built it that way so that it would be regular
four by eight flats and pieces of plywood in front. It only has one entrance and exit. It has a
solid stairway unit stage right and comes off into the wings, but no way off stage left. The
platform is too tall to get a ramp or stairs off the other way. Most ofmy blocking for Act IV
is out the window. I need more levels and more mobility on stage.
Tonight's rehearsal with Leslie went poorly. The students were noisy and rude. They
were unable to stop and start, which is what we needed as we fixed the blocking problems.
Cyrano wasn't there, so that caused us to be rather rudderless. Leslie, who is a quiet soul,
finally got disgusted and yelled at them. I was embarrassed and I hope they were as well.
The good thing today was the two hours I spent with graphics. I have a contact in that
department who is very talented and patient. We played around with Adobe Printshop- the
expensive program. The end product was very acceptable. I did compromise with Britt. She
took some pictures of Cyrano and Roxane that we superimposed on the poster. She really
wanted to use them. Cyrano's nose is some cheap thing we found and I think he looks like an
elephant instead of a romantic hero with a large nose. The bottom line is that the poster is
finished. The publicity team met. We decided to do a Sunday matinee, with special ticket
prices. We also need a taped commercial for the daily announcements and for television
stations.
Tuesday, October 24, 2006.
Today's rehearsal was for Act III, Scene 2. We started at the kiss and moved through
the rest of the scene. It is easier to have some scenery to work with. Sometimes the
unfinished stuff causes problems we forget won't be there when the set is finished. In this
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case, the set will cause me problems I hadn't imagined yet.
Monday, October 30, 2006.
I noticed that I missed a few journal entries. Tomorrow is Halloween. I cancelled
rehearsals. I have other responsibilities. I ordered the designer nose for Cyrano over the
weekend. I did not really know what adhesive or remover to buy. I did some research and
ordered from a company that makes latex appliances for television productions. The bill for
two noses and assorted fixatives came to $60.00. It should be here in the next week or so.
The fight choreographer is running about the same as most choreographers seem to be
for musical rehearsals. It all takes longer than we think. So we are behind in the rehearsal
schedule. The students are only good for a couple hours of work and then their attention
span is gone. They are tired. I don't blame them. I am tired as well. Maybe it is my attention
span that needs some massaging.
Tomorrow is work with Cyrano, Roxanne and De Guiche. Everyone tried to be off
book tonight- some were more successful than others. The leads always are better prepared
than the actors who have much less to do. I guess it is human nature to be just as organized as
you have to be.
Wednesday, November 1, 2006.
I sent someone to pick up the posters. Mary Brown, our costumer, and I met to go
over our project needs. We did have some costume items from the high school and the
middle school and from my Renaissance Faire costume closet in my garage. We agreed to
order about twenty complete costumes, at $45.00 each, plus extra pieces. We need Spanish
helmets and breastplates. We have bum rolls and some belts and some boots and some
costumes, though nothing complete. Mary and I also made a prototype of the sword holder,
(we need 10). They are not easy- I bought the material at the Garment District and we have to
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make them. Good thing I have had experience sewing and leather as well, because I have the
right thimbles, thread and needles for the job. I used to work as a tailor as a young person.
Sarah worked with the leads on small scenes. I also talked to Kathy about the stair unit in Act
IV and she had some ideas on how we could get Christian off the parapet quickly and safely.
Leslie came in at 6:30 to work with the duel scene. I am worried about the soldiers in battle
of Arras, their timing is hurried and consequently off balance. More work needed there.
Thursday, November 1, 2006.
This rehearsal went well. I love this time in the rehearsal process; the first rehearsal
when the company begin to construct something meaningful. It starts to take shape and goes
beyond the individual scenes, the actors and the set to start to tell the story. The fight scenes
are 75% finished. The actors remember their choreography. Now we practice.
Friday, November 3, 2006.
This is the first Friday rehearsal of the run. We met from 2:45 to 5:00. The rehearsal
worked on Act II. We ran the act twice. I warmed them up, worked on breathing and gave
them a sentence to say in phrases as they wandered the parameter of the stage and house. We
utilize most of the house for the show. It seems to work well with a story like Cyrano, a story
so large that it cannot be confined just to the boards of the stage. The audience pays much
more attention if they feel part of the action.
Monday, November 6, 2006.
Saturday was a volunteer construction day. We built banisters for the balcony, the
house part of Roxanne's house that is flown in, and did some construction on the balcony.
Kathy's husband Andy is an expert carpenter. We were there until dark. I also worked on
publicity. I made up flyers for the elementary schools, middle school and for the high school
staff. We offer complimentary tickets to faculty who help us by giving extra credit in their
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classes for attendance to the show. I also told them about our curricular packets we have for
all grade levels. I have noticed that theatre teachers in general forget about publicity. They
kill themselves for a great show and then have no one to see it. I'm trying not to make that
mistake. Scott and Leslie's class this summer was very helpful. But the whole publicity thing
takes a great deal of time.
Act IV is ungainly. We have quite a bit of fight choreography in it and it takes a while
to get it in place. We still haven't finished the basic work yet, and will need another rehearsal
to get it so it will run itself.
Denielle and I had a nice discussion on Roxane's motivation for playing DeGuiche as
the fool. De Guiche is a likeable guy in our version, but not until he comes back to the seige
and fights with his regiment. How he grows and changes in the play is pivotal to how Roxane
feels about him.
Brittany Flores is no longer with us. We moved the ladies around, and now Ali is
playing Duenna, which works better for us since Jake took over Le Bret. In this production,
Duenna is more of a contemporary, someone who is her companion, a kinswoman her age.
Duenna is in love with Le Bret and marries him for Act V. That all needed to work with the
cast as far as size, shape and personality. Meagan Laddusaw joins us. She is excellent,
reliable and available. It will take a little extra time to get it all figured out. But the ladies are
wonderful and will work together to make a smooth transition. The men are not so easily
moved about. They need more time to get the same amount of work done.
Tuesday, November 7, 2006.
Today I met with the leads for small scene work. It is nice to have the framework of
the set on the stage to give the actors a little more reality. I was encouraged by the questions
the actors had about their characters and the scenes they were in. We worked seriously and
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quietly on interactions of the characters, reasons for lines, phrases and words. The classical
style of this play is new to many of the actors. Since we started rehearsal, we have worked on
breathing, vocal delivery and the cadence of the language. If the actors were unsure of how to
tackle a reaction or interaction, we talked about their desires and how to actively achieve
them. I enjoy looking at the language. Each phrase has special meaning. Direction becomes a
work of love.
Saturday, November 11, 2006.
We had another tech day, a building day, from 10 AM to 4 PM. I went with gels in
hand, to have time to go over what they had before I ordered. I had about 30 minutes to do
so. The place up in the catwalk is a mess. Hardly any storage is their problem. They have
lights in bits and pieces everywhere. This presents problems I did not anticipate.
Sunday, November 12, 2006.
This week the rehearsal schedule says 2:45 to 8:00- Monday through Friday. That
does not give me much time to do the stuff outside of rehearsal. I will need to take a day
from classes. That will give me time to get costumes organized for the Board Meeting
performance at 7:00 PM. I have it on my list for tomorrow to make sure the television station
knows we are going to be there- Channel 6 covers the school board meeting. I was lucky
today. I stopped by to see Aaron fence in a tournament and the Desert Sun photographer I
know was there. I got a phone number of his boss who handles the education section. She is
new.
I started working on the program tonight. I got the forms for the cast and crew to fill
out. I will organize the pages I am responsible for and will get Britt to do the ads. She said
she would take care of that. The program needs to get to printing in the next week.
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Tuesday, November 14, 2006.
Yesterday's rehearsal ran for 8 hours, with the addition of tech. The set is mostly
built, and now we have all the techies with us. Today was more of the same, but it started
earlier. I went to LA this morning early and picked up a few of the costumes, and stuff to
look at for tonight's performance for the board meeting. Got back about 1 PM and took
everything I could find over to the high school. Took the small cast to the Board Room,
where we handed the school board members Cyrano noses connected to elastics so they
could put them on their faces. Before the scene I asked them to be part of the scene and wear
the noses because we didn't have time to put Cyrano's on him. It worked like a charm. All
the school board members wore their noses. The scene went well, the students felt successful.
Yesterday the newspaper sent a reporter and photographer to interview and take pictures.
They stayed forever, which is good and bad. Good for publicity, bad because it took my
focus from rehearsal.
I talked to Zach about his character. He does not have a handle on De Guiche yet.
We talked about animal abstracts and what kind of an animal De Guiche might be. We
decided on a wolf. I need to watch what he does with it, and give him advice. Hopefully
tomorrow I can spend time directing and not babysitting techs or costumes, or press or
parents with questions. The rookies are clueless with theatre etiquette. They left tonight
without cleaning up and checking out. I've decided that I'm going to assign an upper
classman to each rookie and they will have to check out every night with them before they
can leave. I also hired another parent friend of mine to help back stage with discipline and
props. Mary is busy with costumes. Val wants to volunteer for the high school and this will
work well. We need a prop table left and right We are collecting props, many of which are
expensive, not to mention the costumes. The techies cannot be trusted and I can't continue to
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bring things only to have them lost or destroyed.
I still haven't ordered the gobos needed. That needs a P.O. that I have to get from
Britt. I will have to remember to email her about them in the morning. Hopefully we still
have money to order things with. We need everything from wigs to make up. "Don't forget
the croissants," said Val.
The scene done at the boardroom tonight taught the actors a good lesson about
timing. I have repeated again and again to relax and keep at it slowly, for adrenelin will cause
the scene to speed up naturally. I tell them ifwe start half as slow as we want, we will end
twice as fast. It happened in the duel scene tonight. In front of an audience the actors began
to speed up and missed a couple of thrusts and parries because of it. We talked about it after
and they both identified the problem. The other actors watched the incident and we were able
to comment on it in notes.
Saturday, November 18, 2006.
This last week of the show rehearsals seem always to be the most nerve wracking, the
rehearsals require the most patience and confidence in all the components. These rehearsals
require constant communication with the crew and the technical team. I don't have as much
time for my actors. I include all cast and crew in notes at the end of rehearsals and thank the
techies and actors for their work. We teamed a rookie with and experienced actor. The rookie
must check with the experienced person as they complete their responsibilities. They must
check in and out with them, have their costume and make up approved, become organized
and put their energy into the play instead of their iPods.
The actors worked with actively pursuing their goals on stage, to explore what their
characters want and how they go about getting it. Specifically.
Time for decisions about lighting, whether we can get by with the gels and gobos we
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have, or if I have to drive into LA.
Decisions about facial hair and wigs. Costume meetings and lists, again the lists.
The props list becomes a giant scavenger hunt, always to look at the script, look at the
story. What does it need to tell the story better?
I finished the program and sent it to Britt for the addition of the ads. The student
newspaper will carry color pictures and interviews before the show opens. They will also
formally review it for us.
The lighting plot for Act III is set. The blues are working for 100 men and the
ambers and yellows are working for Paris. I want to do so much with lighting for Act IV.
We will have fog and a hazer for the battle scene. Again, I would like some things that
are not available due to the facility and budget, but I do have more than enough lights for
illumination and some specials. I had all sorts of ideas about footlights and how they
would give a better glow on Act I, and special cooking fires for the siege. We had Andy
bring this gigantic blower that makes the leaves fall down in Act V in a beautiful manner,
but it is so noisy we can't have it on during the scene. Let's see what we can do with that.
I write personal notes to all the actors, little thoughts and encouragements that I might not
have time to say during all the craziness. I do try to make contact with everyone on cast
and crew during every rehearsal now, just to let them know what we are all about. Thank
goodness Mary and Val are making the cloaks we need tonight instead of me.
Tuesday, November 21, 2006.
This was a long day for Cyrano. Val and I drove down to Orange and spent the
morning sorting costume parts we needed. We left with over 20 costumes, assorted hats,
belts, boots, wigs and facial hair. That was fine with everyone, for we had the
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costumes! Last night the characters were raggedy, uneven and rather boring. They
weren't listening to me or to themselves. But the magic of costumes worked again. The
actors are much more believable and what is better, they believe in themselves.
Rehearsals ran much better, though we didn't get out of there until 9:30 PM. Kathy
wasn't there tonight to work with the tech crew.
I am going to buy some more trellis, spike tape, paint and lamps on Friday. The
lighting is coming along, inch by inch. So is the sound. Kathy is using one of her students
to run follow spot, and he is very slow. I would rather use someone I trained last year
who is familiar with the lights from the middle school as well. I would really like to use a
cyclorama, but they don't have one. It is a real shame, it would open up the sky, keep the
horizon on Act III and IV and even V. The black curtain is very limiting.
I wrote notes for all the actors. I heard them talking about them and Sarah told me
the actors really enjoyed them. Some of them taped them to their makeup areas.
I couldn't find anyone to film our commercial, so I asked Chris and Zach. Chris
stepped right up, I supplied him with a video camera I use at my school and he had a
boom microphone. He wrote the commercial and directed the filming. I was the
cameraman. We had fun and I hope we have a commercial that will bring students in to
see the show. Hopefully the morning announcements will air the commercial all next
week.
I had Britt ask the high school if we could do a fencing exhibition during lunch
next week.
Monday, November 27, 2006.
I sat and looked at the set and am not happy with it at all. This set looks
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eight feet tall and unmovable. The thrust addition to the apron works but it is not well
finished. I re-blocked the beginning of Act II to create more levels. The kids almost dropped
Christian off the wall tonight. A new stair unit for the battle will have to be made to improve
safety.
They say this show is a million props, and a van full of costumes. I wanted to keep
this part simple. My initial ideas were to portray the feeling of the times instead of the things
that represent it. I think I am compensating for the lack of success we have had with the set
by putting things in front of it.
Tuesday, November 28, 2006.
I have a few ideas on how to help this set. Color is the first. I talked to a parent friend
of mine who makes signs. He built a window with and awning and a bench for the garden.
Val Crowder bought some red tablecloths and had the stores donate tons of bread and stuff
for the Pastry Shop. The sign shop made a nice sign.
The lack of levels is going to be harder to fix. I threw more kids up on the wall, got
the scene to go somewhere and wrote a short, "stall" scene to help with the ungainly
transition from Act I to Act II.
Nick built a platform for the follow spot so we get illumination where we want it. He
also lit the balcony from the front in Act III and focused a few more instruments and set the
gel colors we were looking for.
The Desert Sun came by today and did the final article for us right before curtain. The
dress rehearsal required all my attention to check on the elements of production; lights,
sound, costumes, make up, direction, tickets, photos, budget, lobby decoration, phone calls,
parents, actors, and musicians. It is a constant whirlwind of activity that subsides as the
curtain goes up. Tomorrow the show will run a little more on its own, as it goes into
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performance.
Wednesday, November 29, 2006.
We had a small audience of about 50 people. Most of them were my students. I was
disappointed about the number of students who responded to my invitations. I spent a great
deal of time with flyers and talk to my own school, and that of the other two middle schools.
The other middle schools are part time theatre teachers, neither one attended. One sent four
students. Outreach is the only way that seems to reach many students and that is not possible
with a school that is not my own. If I were in charge of a high school program I would spend
time and budget in order to establish an outreach program. I think the first element would be
to make it available to students at their own sites, to be booked with their calendar in mind.
The performance went well, no stops, except for ungainly set changes. I think the
students are comfortable with their costumes, I see them settling into them. I talked to them
about how they are no longer costumes, but their daily clothes that they live in. That was
something I noticed about the college production we saw, they there not comfortable with
their costumes and consequently, with their world.
The warm up process is very important to me. I use 30 minutes to stretch, move,
speak, and more important, to connect the actor to their world and their part in that world.
We sing, we greet each other. We talk about the world on stage and how it is theirs for the
next few hours. I demand quiet and concentration during this part of the evening. It seems to
draw the students into their jobs, allows them to move into character easily and encourages
them to challenge their performances.
Mary runs the green room area. Val is backstage. I am left to wander around, to watch
parts of the show from back of the house, to oversee from a distance. Everyone has a job.
Mine is to watch others do theirs.
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DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT: The director's concept focuses on the importance of
shadow & light, as well as time passage being visible through the quality oflight. The
importance ofbacklighting is mentioned. She also describes a color palette of jewel tones for the
upper class & earth tones for the lower class. She describes the arc of the story with seasons.
The set is described as a 2 level, wood grain unit, able to transform simply into the various
needed locations. The use of footlights is mentioned twice as relatively important to the action.
Period composers and music is used as a final layer of texture for the play and as a transitional
device.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTION AND/OR
REALIZED DESIGN OF SETS, PROPS, COSTUMES, LIGHTING, SOUND:
Although not part of the script, a "green show" in the Elizabethan tradition was offered before the
curtain. Although I understand the decision to offer this preshow entertainment as a way to give
those actors used less in the production an outlet, I have questions about it. First, I am unclear as
to how well the Elizabethan tradition fits with this world. I'm not sure it helped bring prepare us
for the play or bring us into the world of the play. Second, the preshow was under rehearsed and,
as presented, seemed like an afterthought. The director should understand that, having made the
decision to include this preshow entertainment, she should have then given it more attention and
made it fit the world better. Lighting was inadequate for the performers, either to see them or
give them focus. Some "acts" seemed ill-prepared and very contemporary. If the intent was to
present contemporary music, then perhaps the actors should have been in street clothes? The
curtain call for these performers was weak and there was virtually no transition into the play,
which did not warm us up and ready us to see the play.
Set: My first impression of the set, designed by Technical Director Kathy Karstens, was
that it was very large and monochromatic [beige or blonde], with little texture. The false
proscenium, which seemed very industrial, did not match the world on stage [it was left over from
the last show and apparently the TD refused to take it down]. The main set had 2 levels,
somewhat modeled on the Elizabethan stage, with an inner below at center. There were

footlights, which were a nice touch, but they didn't seem to be used. Masking was a consistent
problem, as I could see the movie screen and, occasionally, crew moving scenery backstage quite
clearly, which was somewhat distracting. There was an effort to pin down the comers of the set
in most scenes, which was usually effective. The set also looked unfinished at times.
Ragueneau's bakery, for example, looked incomplete- the awning untextured and a "black hole"
upstage center. Some elements, such as the trees, seemed clunky and unnecessary in some
scenes. Although it was a nice touch visually, I wondered why the cannon in the battle scene was
pointed towards the audience when we were clearly viewing the siege from inside the
fortifications. A cyclorama would have helped "finish" the world of the play better than the black
curtains.
Although it attempted to create discrete environments for each new location, the design
of the set did not facilitate the flow of the action, relying on large units and lots of furniture and
set dressing. The design seemed to fight the theatricality of the play, especially in this adaptation,
rather than embracing it. Scene shifts [some as long as 2 minutes] brought the show to a grinding
halt, rather than helping us transition smoothly into the next scene/act. A simple unit set, with
spare dressing, might have served the production better. The most effective scene was the last
one. The simplicity and spareness of the screens and falling leaves was elegant and supported the
action of the scene beautifully.
Lights: Lighting design, also by Kathy Karstens [assisted by student Nick Cooley] was
adequate, with holes here and there. A set/curtain warmer cue would have helped bring us into
the world of the play, rather than a dark, dead stage. Lighting the playing space in the auditorium
was inconsistent and actors were often in the dark there. Footlights were in place, but not really
utilized. Cueing in general was inconsistent, with some cues happening too fast and others too
late, thus working against the tempo/rhythm/pace of the show. Cues pre and post show needed to
be tightened up [and coordinated better with sound/music], as there were long blackouts with no
music, leaving us sitting in the dark. The most effective lighting was in the siege scene and the
final scene- very evocative!
Costumes: Costume coordination, by Mary Brown, was very nicely done. Overall, the
costumes were lovely and evoked the period well. One glaring inconsistency was Cyrano's,
which seemed too contemporary [or at least not the right period]. Cyrano's hat was also
problematic [shadowing his face too often], but this was likely due to the actor's use [or non-use]
of it. More work needed to be done with the actors to help them deal with the costumes as
clothing.
Makeup/Hair: Mostly well done. Cyrano's nose, in particular, was nicely done and
looked very good. A couple of actors wearing contemporary glasses [inappropriate for both
period and character] was very distracting, to say the least, and worked against believability of
the world the director was trying to evoke. The choice to use the actors' natural hair instead of
period wigs worked well, for the most part.
Props: Mostly very effective. I especially liked the use ofreal bread in certain scenes.
Although the weapon hangers were very nice and of the period, the weapons themselves were
not, looking like contemporary epees, rather than period rapiers. A minor point, but it would
have helped us believe in the world a bit more.
Sound/Music: The period music was nicely selected and helped us enter the world. I
especially liked the drum at the end of Act 1. The gunshots all sounded exactly the same- some
variety would have been nice.
Technical: I'm not sure what was going on here, but there seemed to be no consistency
or unified control regarding the calling of cues. It seemed as if the board operators were doing
cues on their own. Music came up after the house was open and lighting cues seemed divorced
from the pace of the show, for example. Preparations backstage and operations during the
performance seemed somewhat chaotic and disorganized at times.
Fight Choreography: Fight Direction, by local fencing teacher Leslie Taft, was
somewhat inconsistent. While actual choreography was fairly creative and visually interesting,

Fight Choreography: Fight Direction, by local fencing teacher Leslie Taft, was
somewhat inconsistent. While actual choreography was fairly creative and visually interesting,
execution tended to be too fast, sloppy, and unclear. Quite often, the effect was one of "knife
sharpening", with no specific targets or intentions on the part of the combatants. The action
lacked an appropriate sense of danger at times i.e., characters in danger, rather than the actors.
The kills were not very believable, being the old"under the arm" variety. I wondered why the
characters would not have used weapons at hand, such as lanterns, when fighting? Focus was
sometimes a problem, particularly in the fight with 100 men and the siege. Christian's death, for
example, needed more clarity. I wondered if perhaps embracing a more symbolic, theatrical style
of evoking large battles, such as the fight with 100 men and the siege, might have been more
effective.

HOW DID THE PRODUCTION DIRECTION IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS
EXPRESSED IN THE CONCEPT STATEMENT? The production was moderately
successful implementing the ideas expressed in the director's concept statement. The use of
shadow and light as purposeful metaphorical elements in the storytelling was inconsistent. While
Cyrano's hat did shadow his face effectively, this sometimes interfered with audience connection
with the character and his emotions, since his face was not visible at key moments.
The quality of light described as defining each environment was likewise inconsistent,
since the lighting design was jus adequate to light the action most of the time. The pace and
rhythm of the lighting cues also worked against the direct0r's .concept much of the time and
backlighting was non-existent. The color palette envisioned by the director was largely achieved
and effective. The use of the seasons as a metaphor was inconsistent and most effective in the
visually lovely final scene.
The set design certainly gave the director what she envisioned regarding 2 levels and
sturdiness for the fights. However, the textural & chromatic blandness as well as the difficulty of
the scene shifts worked against the director's vision of color palette, textural richness, and
simplicity [which would aid the fluidity and quick pace desired by her]. The footlights seemed
like an afterthought. The music was fairly successful, though it probably could have been used
more effectively to frame the action and aid scene shifts in some places.
Overall, it seemed that complete achievement of the director's vision was compromised
primarily by the set and lighting design.

APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OF
PERFORMERS, AUDIENCE, VENUE, AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING?
This script, an adaptation of Rostand's original play, was originally meant to be done with 3
actors in a "story theatre" style. The director chose to open casting up, so more students could
have opportunities. While this is a sound decision, some adjustments needed to be made to make
the script play as smoothly and quickly as the playwright intended. This aside, the script was an
appropriate choice for the director, the venue, the students, and the audience. It facilitated
learning for all of those involved. The challenges provided by the language, creating an historical
period, and the characters were invaluable.

ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING IF APPLICABLE: CLEAR DELINEATION OF
UNITS OF ACTION, MOTIVATED BLOCKING, VISUALLY INTERESTING
COMPOSITION, VISUAL EXPRESSION OF METAPHOR, USE OF
PICTURIZATION IN STORYTELLING, CLEAR AND BELIEVABLE
CHARACTERIZATION, ADEQUATE USE OF BODY AND VOICE, UNITY OF
PRODUCTION ELEMENTS, CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING.

have been clearer- actors were often in the dark and focus was a problem, as we weren't sure
where to look. Sometimes actors clumped up in the middle of the stage. At times, actors were
moving while saying important lines or had their backs to us in important moments. The director
could have coached the actors to use more levels in some group pictures by kneeling or sitting,
thus opening up sightlines. Although I appreciated the time taken to establish mood and intent,
some moments could have tightened up- such as the letter writing/sending scene. This scene also
suffered from unclear focus. Focus was a problem in a few scenes, most notably the siege when I
couldn't tell who was speaking sometimes and almost missed Christian's death. Sometimes the
director moved the actors too much, as with the scene between Christian & Roxanne on the bench
DSR, or allowed them to wander, as during the song sung before the battle in Act 2. Other times,
the director achieved beautiful pictures, such as the balcony scene and the opening moment of
Act 2.
Pacing was uneven. Cues were often either very slow, moments that we wanted to savor
went by too fast, or transitions between scenes/acts took too long. Although many of the factors
that controlled pace of the play were out of the director's hands [such as scene shifts], some
tightening could have been done to bring the length of the evening down from 2 hours+ to a more
reasonable 90 minutes or less. Developing a visual shorthand for communicating passage of
time/events to move us along to the next scene is key.
It seemed clear to me that the director understood the dynamics of the play and each
scene, but had some difficulty communicating this effectively to her actors.
Visually, the production could have been more unified, but various conflicts [mostly out
of the director's control] presented obstacles to achieving this.
Acting: The actors seemed fairly well grounded and believable, though at times certain
characters seemed a bit over the top [Roxanne & the monk].
Movement was fairly good overall. Some more work needed to be done regarding period
movement with some of the actors. Cyrano, for example, had trouble with bows, and almost all
of the men had difficulty guiding their weapons and handling their hats. At times, characters
seemed to touch each other too familiarly, seemingly unaware of station and period convention.
Coaching the actors to find the importance of stillness, especially in the final scene, would have
been helpful in achieving better focus.
Vocally, most of the actors did well most of the time. Articulation and pronunciation was
uneven, with "chews", "gonnas", and "gits" showing up periodically. Both of the leads, Aaron
Fagan as Cyrano and Denielle Landon as Roxanne, had good, clear diction, although Denielle's
seemed labored at times. Breath support was generally good, although falling inflection was an
intermittent problem, especially in intimate scenes.

WITIDN THE CONFINES OF TfflS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE,
WAS THIS PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY?
This was a satisfactory production of the play. The company seemed strongly invested in it and
their hard work was very visible. I particularly enjoyed seeing the video advertisement for the
production that several students put together- really well done! Congratulations!
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Self Evaluation
Cyrano
La Quinta High School
The production process allowed the students and myself to become acquainted the
legend of Cyrano de Bergerac. He was a prominent figure in Parisian society of the 1J1h
century. He was immortalized 1897. And in 2006, Cyrano lived for the theatre department at
La Quinta High School. The evolution of this character study molded the production,
changed preconceived ideas and unified our cast and crew. This was the initial starting point
for the organization of the project. Our concept of Cyrano and his story evolved from initial
organizational groundwork for a project which many people felt an ownership.
Aaron Fagan, who played Cyrano, is an IB senior. He had a mandatory evening class
on philosophy that met once a week. It fell exactly on a rehearsal night. We worked around
all schedules, an example of creative problem solving perhaps more common of high school
theatre than other venues. Our department would not have enough actors or crew to run a
show if we were not flexible with schedule. Aaron's class caused us to rehearse without him
one day a week. He would come in when his class was finished, to give us about thirty
minutes together. The cast would cheer when he entered the room. He united our efforts and
gave us focus. The impact of the story of Cyrano gave me great insight on the elements of
great literature and enduring works of art that I had not previously understood. Our purpose
became to bring Cyrano's story to our audiences, to allow them to share in the myth of a
hero.
In Act IV we built Arras for the siege and battle scenes. We wanted the feeling of a
history of warfare, rubble from ancient wars, foggy memories of life and death. We decided
to make the muskets for the props. This was a budgetary decision. I had one as a model
because I made one for Props and Scenery Class my first year at CWU. The students' results
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were better than my original model. They were a graded assignment in Stage Productions
class. One of the props in this act was an old blanket of mine. It was from my grandfather's
1938 Pierce Arrow, he used it to keep passengers warm in the rumble seat. These props may
have been chosen pragmatically, but I hope they represent the attempt of the production
company to personally connect with the audience through the power of the story. My
grandfather's blanket is not perfectly woven. It has holes in it. The fringe is tattered in spots.
But it has a character that was perfect for imagery of the scene. I had hoped that production
elements would unite in a similar manner, that our myth that could be a kind of truth.
The Masters program at CWU provides instruction, guidance and counseling
necessary for the task of theatre production. We then take our tools and go home and try to
make things work. We learn from our successes and failures and continue with the next
production. The added time needed for reflection and evaluation of this specific project
provides increased value in the experience.
Vocal technique could have been improved in many of the actors. But the growth
made by the mostly freshman and sophomores was evident in the warm up experience before
the show. We learned phrases for vocal warm up- the sounds, volume levels and clarity in
delivery were night and day from the beginning of rehearsal. I hoped the actors memorized
more than the lines they were to speak. I wanted them to become so comfortable with their
character that each word was significant to them personally. I was more successful with the
actors with whom I spent a significant amount of time.
I introduced curtsey- bow choreography for warm up. The men received their epees
about halfway into the rehearsal process and wore them as soon as possible. The comfort
level of the actors and their props was something I spent significant time with. A college
production I watched had problems with this so I really tried to give them as much
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experience with their costumes as possible. For the men, the epees were not props, but
costumes. The hats were another issue. They did not get them soon enough, except for
Cyrano. He had his hat right away, it was an expensive hand made hat given to us by a
woman whose friend had died from cancer and wanted the hat to be used well. I think we did
use it well. At times too well, for the hat stretched out with so much use and began to create
too much shadow on the actor's face. We had to reinforce the inside halfway through
performance.
I tried to use the talents and strengths of everyone in the cast. One of our girls played
the violin. Musicians were needed and so we worked to make that happen, to encourage the
creative experience and to reinforce their artistic talents. Stage combat experience was very
important. We spent one day a week, sometimes two at the beginning to work on the fight
scenes and action scenes. The students all commented on the skills they learned for stage
combat and fencing, even if they were not involved in the actual scene. The fencing coach
basically volunteered her time for our production. That surely helped to keep us from
spending more money we didn't have. The fencing was also a big plus for publicity and
audience appeal. An extra dividend from the fencing was improved discipline. The usual
problems with noise and running around had to be eliminated for fencing rehearsals. Safety
was always on my mind. I don't think I breathed the first time we put the epees in their
hands. We had some scrapes and bruises, but no injuries. We had a few unexpected falls
from the boots we rented.
The tradition at the high school is the focus circle right before show goes up. The
students get an opportunity to speak about their experiences with the show and what they
have learned. It is wonderful opportunity to hear their feedback and insights and to finalize
the evaluative process. The unity of the cast, the ability to bring people together to make
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something larger than the individual experience is a requirement for good leadership and
teaching. Here I felt successful within the sphere I was given at this school. In my own
program at the middle school, I would have included all the students who worked in the areas
of production into the warm up and focus circle to allow for an even greater assessment
value.
We went way over budget on costumes. We borrowed from everyone we could think
of, rented a large quantity and bought from thrift stores, to produce the effects we wanted.
The only costume we were not happy with was Cyrano's. His red cape was wonderful, but
the rest of the costume we rented for him could not be tailored. We had to come up with
another plan. Mary and I have done many shows together, and we found a costume from
another show cut. It fit and it was the right color. I felt successful with the costumes because
Mary Brown was someone I brought into the production and I trust her work. She is

wonderful backstage with discipline and focus during performance. We spent weekends
sewing together to make this all work. For example, she took the blue dress that the costume
company made for Roxane, added lace in the right places, filled out the skirt, fitted the top
and it became the dress we needed. I think costumes were a worthy investment of time and
money to provide a substantial element of production, both for the actors and the audience.
The impact of the costumes on the production justified the expenditure.
The student who played the character of De Guiche wore his own glasses. We
encouraged him to buy contacts. We tried not using his glasses on stage. It became a safety
issues during the duel and fight scenes. I weighed authenticity of props and weapons against
time and budget for many items. I learned that while the little details of a show are important,
it is more important to adhere to a central concept throughout the production. Realism does
not have to be representational. Imagery can be just as effective.
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I had to ask one of my friends to stage manage at the last minute. She was very
helpful with the props and with the students back stage. The speakers were blown in the
house and presented a constant buzzing sound when left on. The sound technician was totally
new to the work. He was very concerned about doing a good job and depended on the TD
for cues. I bought the music last summer, played around with the cuts and areas where we
wanted music and made CDs with the cues in order for all the music. I wanted authentic
sound, so I did research and found that Monteverdi played in the court of Louis the XIV. The
TD handled the sound effects. The gunfire effects were not correct for the siege, but
everything else went well. I would have liked a better flow of music during some scenes, but
on the whole thought the boy who handled sound did very well for his first job and took the
position seriously.
In an attempt to recreate a slower time, I did not understand that the internal and
external pacing of the show did not have to be slow as well. This experience taught me to
look at scenes for their value to the story. The rhythm of the play should reflect the elements
of the story and not the era of history. The story is the pivotal center of the project; it dictates
the natural rhythm of the scenes to provide the most for the audience's understanding of the
story and the characters. Cyrano made an impact on my life and on my work; I want to
provide the same impact for my students and the audience.
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B.E.S. T. Productions
Presents

ByJoRoets
An adaptation of the original play by
Edmund Rostand
English translation by Audrey Van Tuyclmm

Directed by Sharon Deady
Technical Director
Kathy Karstens

Fight Choreographer

Leslie Taft

Music by Claudio Monteverdi
Produced with permission of the author
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A Shakespearean Tradition of Entertainment Before the Play
Every Evening Look for Something Special

"I'll lend you the words, and you'll lend me
your charm, your looks. Together, we can
be the perlect romantic hero." Cyrano
Director's Notes by Sharon Deady
A Myth That Could Be a Kind of Truth
Theatre is the art of story telling. What a wonderful opportunity to be able to tell the story of
Cyrano de Bergerac. Unlike many other romantic
fables that develop a life of their own through the
years, Cyrano was a real man, and this is the story
of his life. Edmund Rostand wrote the hit play,
Cyrano de Bergerac in 1897. He did not expect it
to be well received. He could not even find backers for the production. Rostand invested his own
money to stage it But the opening night show became a riot of applause and celebration beyond
anyone's dreams. In a way, Cyrano was born that
night The dawn of World War I frightened
Europe. France needed to believe once more in
heroes. Our Cyrano does not hav~ super powers,
instead he has moral courage, strength of character
and proud panache. Perhaps that is why this story
has the power to be understood by audiences of all
ages. Today, just as in France over a hundred years
ago, we need a human hero to believe in.

~I
Paris, 1640. Meet the brave and colorful Cyrano de Bergerac,
who fights a duel in honor of his lady, who does not know he
loves her. The Count de Guiche is humiliated but many in
Paris love Cyrano for his wit and bravery.

~II
The pastry shop of Ragueneau, where the Cadets and much of
Paris come for breakfast. Cyrano and Roxane meet. So does
Cyrano and Christian, who decide to work together to win the
heart of Roxane.

~III
Roxane's house, Paris at dusk. Christian tries to talk to Roxane
and fails, so Cyrano wins the lady's heart for someone else.
Count de Guiche interrupts a newly wed couple and sends everyone off to war.

~IV
The seige at Arras. In spite of certain death, Cyrano and his
regiment fight a noble battle. They are visited by Roxane and
Ragueneau, who come to help. Tragedy strikes.

A convent, near Paris, 15 years later. Roxane is visited regularly
by Cyrano and tonight she has many other visitors. She finally
learns the truth.

CAST
In order of appearance
Narrator Celeste
Emma Burnett
Narrator Vivian
Katie Gillespie*
Count de Guiche
Zach Wood*
Lse Ragueneau
Sophie Collins
Le Bret
Jake Tapleshay
Cadet Danzig
Zach Harvey
Duenna
Ali Ludwig*
Cadet Lucianis
Josh Seaman
Cadet Francois
Dani Creech*
Cadet Dominique
NoahRomley
Roxane
Denielle Landon
Cadet Christoph
Dominic Flores
Cyrano de Bergerac Aaron Fagan *
Christian
Chris Sullivan*
Ragueneau
Marshall Karlquist *
Sophie
Megan Laddusaw *
Cadet Julian
Jakob Long
Cadet Arthur
Tyler Beltran

PRODUCTION STAFF
Director
Technical Director
Fight Choreographer
Costumes
Production Assistant
Graphics
Assistant Director
Lghting Tech
Sound Tech
Stage Manager
Costume Managers
Publicity Manager
Sound
Lights
Props Managers
Make Up Manager

Sharon Deady
Kathy Karstens
Leslie Taft
Mary Brown
Britt Pannell
Roger Isabell
Sarah Preston*
Nick Cooley*
Stephen Gutierrez
Whitney Alas
Katraca Noland*
Daniela Bosler*
Briane Norstrom
Stephen Blackwood
Nick Cooley*
Paige Smith*
Stephanie Finch*
Lexi Volz*

* Member of
International
Thespian Society

Costume, Props, Make Up & Publicity
Tisa Barrios Wison
Tyler Beltran
Kelly Benitez
Penni Bickley
Ami Bickley
Daniela Bosler*
Stephanie Finch*
Dominic Flores
Carson Graf
Alexa Granados

Kelly Novak
Victoria Hane
Emily Perdue
Kristin Pillow
Sarah King*
Katraca Noland*
Paige Smith*
Ashley Sullivan
Lexi Volz*
Anna Voropaeva
Ashley Weaks

TECH CREW
AmeetAmir

Travis Cole
Amanda Delgadillo•
Charlesice Hawkins
Same Roessler
Thomas Hassey

Melissa Cluff
Chris Beltran*
Scott Gillespie
Travis Meyer
James Carroll

Set Construction

Special 'Thanks to Andy Karstens, Paula Gillespie,
Rudy Delgadillo, Rob Fleck, Haim Amir, David Cluff,
John Roessler, Rob Fleck, Arch Hawkins, Val Crowder,
McKenna Waycott and Marilyn Gillespie.

AtneetAmir
Scott Gillespie
Chris Beltran•
Stephen Gutierrez
Steven Blackwood Corrine Hanson
Aaron Camey
Tom Hassey
James Carroll
Chrlesice Hawkins
Travis Cate
Cherise La Salle
Melissa Cluff
Gilbert Lopez
Nick Cooley•
Jose Lupercio
Amanda Delgadillo•
Cody McDowell
Katie Gillespie*

Travis Meyer
Kellie Pierson
Tyler Powell
Becky Robinson
Sam Roessler
AlexTamayo
Lexi Volz
Rose Wmters
Robin Wright

'l?.R.~.T. 1>I\e>'DC,erfIOX~
Prank1994
Love Letters 1994
Rough Night at the North Pole 1994-95
You're a Good Man Charlie Brown 1995
The Diviners 1995-96
Present Tense 1996
The Ugly Duckling 1996
The Importance of Being Earnest 1996
Romeo & Juliet 1996-97
Of Mice and Men 1997
A Flea in Her Ear 1997
Amadeus 1997-98
Grease 1998
The Miracle Worker 1998
The Appointment 1999
A Company of Wayward Saints 1998
Cinderella 1999
The Three Musketeers 1999
Much Ado About Nothing 2000
Scapino 2000
Charley's Aunt 2001
Little Shop of Horrors 2001
Complete Works of Shakespeare Abridged 2002
Hamlet2002
You Can't Take it With You 2003 ·
Oklahoma 2004
The Mousetrap 2004
Guys and Dolls 2005
Don't Drink the Water 2005
Fame2006

Tyler Beltran-Soldier
Tyler is a freshman and this is his first
production with B.E.S.T Productions.
He was a Junior Thespian. He would
like to thank Mrs. Deady for giving him
the opportunity to be a soldier in
Cyrano de Bergerac. He would also
like to thank all his friends for supporting him.

Emma Burnett-Vivian
Emma is a sophomore and is very
excited to be playing the part of Vivian
in La Quinta High School's production
of Cyrano de Bergerac. She has been
performing in community and school
theatre since the age of four. She is
currently a violinist in the Buddy
Roger's Youth Symphony. Emma was
a Junior Thespian and plans to be inducted into the La Quinta High Thespian Troop in January.

Sophie Collins- Lise
Sophie is a freshman and this is her
first show at LQHS. She has been in
many productions at the Mccallum
theatre. She has also been in shows in
middle school where she was a Junior
Thespian. She would like to thank her
parents for their support and her soccer
team for their toleration of her missed
practices.

Dani Creech- Cadet/Spaniard
Dani is a sophomore in Theatre II Class.
She has just found a likeness for acting
recently. She participated in the 2005 fall
play: Don't Drink the Water as a part of the
Costume Crew. She is a Thespian, and participates in La Quinta's theatre club: Actors Anonymous. She would like to dedicate her performance to her fantastic fellow
cast members and to Hugo Weaving, her
idol. She would also like to thank Josh's
mom.

Catherine (Katie) GillespieCeleste
Katie is a senior at La Quinta. She has
been doing theatre at LQHS for three
years. In May of 2006, she was Stage
Manager for the spring production of
FAME. Katie is a Thespian Officer for
our Thespian Troup. She would like to
dedicate her performance to her
mommy and daddy, and to the lovely
Stephanie because she can.

Aaron J. Fagan- Cyrano
Zack "Ducky" Harvey- Cadet

Senior Aaron Fagan has been in Theatre at La Quinta for three and a half
years. He has performed in Oklahoma!,
The Mousetrap, Guys and Dolls, Don't
Drink the Water, and FAME. He has
been in two professional productions
with the La Quinta Playhouse, The
Fantasticks and Kimberly Akimbo. This
past summer, Aaron attended NYU' s
Tisch School of the Arts Paris Summer
Theatre Program. He would like to
dedicate this performance to Love.

Zack is a sophomore at LQHS. This is
his second year of theatre at La Quinta
and his first official school play. He
would like to thank his parents, for
driving him to and from rehearsal; his
girlfriend Kenda, for supporting him
and helping him through his stress; and
Josh's mom for providing food for the
cast.

Dominic Flores- De Ligniere/
Spaniard.

Marshall Karlquist-Ragueneau/
Monk

Dominic is a freshman and this is his
first year of theatre at LQHS. He participated in theatre at La Quinta Middle
School for two years. He would like to
dedicate this show to Noah and Josh's
mom for supplying him with food. He
plans to be inducted into the International Thespian Society soon.

Marshall is a junior enrolled in 1B
Theatre. His performance credits include Guys & Dolls, Oklahoma, Don't
Drink the Water, and FAME. Marshall
is a member of the International Thespian Society. Marshall would like

Megan Laddusaw- Sophie/
Mother Margarite
Megan is a sophomore at La Quinta in
her second year in theatre. She participated in FAME and she played Viola in
Twelfth Night at John Glenn M .S. She
is also a member of the International
Thespian Society. She would like to
dedicate her performance to Mrs.
Deady and her family.

;
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Denielle Landon-Roxane
(Madeleine Robin)

Ali Ludwig- Duenna
Ali is a sophomore in Theatre II at La

Quinta. She was also the assistant director
for FAME as a freshman. She cmTently
serves as the Vice President of the Thespian Troop. She would like to dedicate her
performance to her family for always
keeping her on her toes.

Noah Romley- Soldier
Noah is a senior and this is his first play
with B.E.S.T Productions. He would like
to thank his parents and his brother for
supporting him in Cyrano de Bergerac.

Denielle is a senior and is sad to say that
this is her first and last year participating in
Theatre at La Quinta High School. In the
past six years, she engaged in a number of
Shakespeare competitions, including being
selected as a finalist for the English Speaking Union. She loves Classical Theatre and
hopes to continue her studies in the future.
She would like to thank her family and past
drama teachers who have supported her
talent and her decisions with acting.

Josh Seaman- Cadet

Jakob Long- Soldier
Jakob is a freshman and this is his first
play at La Quinta. He has been acting
since the age of eight. He would like to
dedicate his performance to his family
and friends.

l

Josh is a freshman and has enjoyed his
first production in high school. Josh was a
Junior Thespian. He would like to dedicate his accomplishment to his mom for
keeping up with the play and continuing
to help in the study of his classes. He
would also like to thank his mother for
bringing the cast food.

Chris Sullivan- Christian

Whitney Alas- Stage Manager

Chris is a junior in 1B Theatre.. His theatre credits with La Quinta High School
include Don't Drink the Water, FAME,
Butte,flies Are Free, and he is thrilled to
be apart of another B.E.S.T Production.
He is President of the International Thespian Society. He received a gold medal in
the LAMDA Examination. He would like
to dedicate his perfonnance to his family
for putting up with the long hours and late
nights.

Whitney is a senior in 1B Theatre who also
participates in Camerata La Quinta, Blackhawks on Broadway, Choir, and she is enrolled in Macker Entertainment Studios:
School of Drama. She has performed in Catch
the Aloha Spirit, Cosi Famosi, and FAME and
won Best Soloist at Karaoke Choir Night. She
would like to dedicate this performance to her
best friends: Colby, Brittany, Chris, and Zach.
She says, "Everyone has done an amazing
job in this production, and I am very proud of
them all."

Nick Cooley- Light Technician
Jake Russell TapleshayLe Bret
Jake is in the 10th grade and this is his first
play at La Quinta. He has been acting for
eight years. He would like to dedicate his
time and hard work to his sister; who,
even from the Caribbean, inspires him to
be better at everything.

Zach Wood- Count De Guiche
Zach is a senior at La Quinta. This is his
second and last year with B.E.S.T Productions. He was Father Drobney in Don't
Drink the Water and "Goody" King in
FAME. He was inducted into the International Thespian Society last year and is
currently an officer. He would like to
dedicate his performance to the Thespians
that will carry the torch in the wake of his
absence.

Nick is a junior at La Quinta High and is
currently Treasurer of our Thespian Society. Nick is a true "Techie". He has been
doing Stage Productions for a very long
time and he loves every minute of it. He
would like to thank Kathy and Mrs.
Deady for giving him this wonderful opportunity.

Stephen Gutierrez- Sound
Stephen is a sophomore at La Quinta
High and he is exited to be apart of his
first show at La Quinta. He would like
to thank Kathy for teaching him about
technical theatre.

Sarah Preston- Asst. Director
Sarah is a sophomore at La Quinta High.
She has been acting since the age of five
and enjoys every minute of it. She played
the part of Grace "Lambchops" Lamb in
FAME. Cyrano has helped her to realize
her love of directing as well as acting. She
would like to thank God, Mrs. Deady,
Mrs. Pannell, and the cast for this amazing opportunity. Sarah would also like to
thank her parents for their tolerance and
Heather for her love & support.
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equipment &
meets one day a week.
Monthly membership: $30
The monthly membership fee
provides use of all equipment &
open fencing time.
Private lesson: $20
There is a $10 floor fee for nonmember fencers.

Kelly Lewallen, LMFT
Marriage, Family and Child Therapist, MFG# 37832
Leslie Taft
Coach & Instructor
fioil Si1bre Epee

78-060 Calle Estado, Suite 21
La Quinta, CA 92253
(760) 777-7720
Fax: (760) 777-7723

Phone: (760) 2 t 8 1343
www.d~ncingacademy.com

Mailing address:
P.O. Box 1887 • La Quinta, CA 92247

(J)irector's :Notes to Cast and (production 9vfanagement
<To Cyrano.
I tliinft tlie red cCoaft was a great find. <You are 6ecoming
comforta6Ce witli its wearing. <Your fiat seems part ofyou as we{[
I enjoyed seeing tlie 6oy wlio was Cyrano "wlien your rapier was a pine 6rancli ".
J{ow does Cyrano fee( a6out liis friends, Le(J3ret and <J{flgueneau? Wliy do you
tliinfttliey are liis friends, Gut more important{y, wliy do you tliinftlie is tlieirs?
J{as Cyrano ever Coo/igd at anotlier woman? 'Wliy or wliy not?
<.RJmemGer, eacli )kt of tlie pfay sliouUstand on its own, liave a
ffavor of it's own and 6e a new adventure for Cyrano.
<The pacing sliouuf 6e different as we([ ~{a~ and enjoy tlie
first act, you fiave tfie entire pfay to 6e tlie man you want to 6e. J{ow does
Cyrano cfiange in eacfi act? (J)o you a((ow yourself to sliow it?
cfo (J?JJ~ne,
<Try to stretcli 6etween eacfi act, tlie tension and stress on yourface sliouU 6e
from tfie cfiaracter, not from (J)enieffe. We want our (J)enieffe to stiff 6e in one
piece at tfie end of tfie evening.
<The gforious young woman wlio everyone fa{{s in Cove witfi must liave Cove(y
ca(m 6ravery to 6e a6Ce to f o{Cow lier lieart. <You possess tliose quauties, and tliey
sliine fortli, especia{{y in sma{{ scenes with Cyrano, Cliristian or (J)e (]uicfie. fl_({
tliese men liave power and strengtli, yet you cause them to faugfi, cry, get
married or die. 'Inat ca{m strength, inteffigence and strengtfi or purpose sfiows in
your choices as you five tfiese scenes.
Consider a liow (J?JJ~ane reacts to tfie due[ (J)o you tliinftsfie va(ues Cyrano
enougli as afriend to 6e devastated if fie were to 6e injured or die? (}Joe slie
care? Love(y curtsies andfaints, and I Cove tlie ca(m needfeworlas we([ Love(y
range of cliaracter tliere in fl.ct o/. <Tafi! care of <l{p~ane andyourself.
Cliristian
<The heightened fanguage of tliis pfay does not mean fieiglitened in tone quafity.
Ifyou re~your diapfiram, tlie natura{ sound sfiouuf 6e Cower, not liiglier tlian
tlie more lio{Cow, "liead "sounds. <Try to find tlie word in each phrase tfiat you
ftnow needs to Ge lieartf. Savor tliem. Cliristian grows a great dea(from tlie first
time we see liim unti( tlie fina( moments of liis {ife. He is a young man witli

dreams when we meet him, and when he goes up on the rampart to his death, he
is a man. I see the man Christian 6ecomes in your worft Christian is a 6eueva6fe
man, and he is one we Cove. I enjoy the way you ma~ sure the audience cares
a6out Christian and is upset when he dies.
Count (J)e quiche
7ne fast rehearsa{ on Prufay 6egan (J)e quiche's 6e{ieva6iuty. Jfe has the most
changes to wor/i..,through, the most thin/ijng. )1-tu[, he is a successfu{ man, 6orn
to greatness, it is not thrust upon him. Jfe finds his greatness in this story. I
wouU u~ to see that greatness emerge when he is on the firewa{{, when he
comes 6ac~.}o his regiment. Jfe needs to 6e 6rave, fierce and apoCogetic. :Now,
that is hara worfiJor you. 7ne physicauzation of (J)e quiche the wease{ who
turns into the (J)e quiche the wolf, who 6ecomes (J)e quiche the {ion is not for
an ine~eriencea actor. I li...,now you wi{{ worli..., to ma~ that happen, to ma~ (J)e
quiche real human and compCe~ (])on' t 6e afraid to 6e evil it is a part a{{
actors Cove to pfay. Jfow Cuck.y you get to 6e good as we{[
Le <J3ret
Le <J3ret is not a young man; that is yourfirst cha{{enge. Jfe is oU enough to
/i...,now what he wants- a jo6 as a Sargent of the quarc{, of the Cadets. Jfe aCso
finds his Cove, his (J)uenna. Le <J3ret is a soua sot:dier, what I ca{{ a sta{wart man
of strength. %e actor shouU show that strength in is wa{R.i, his interaction
with Cyrano. <J3ut Cyrano is his 6est friend", and unti{ he meets (J)uenna, the on{y
person he shows a sentimenta{ side to.
%at does not mean to frown a{{ the time, 6ut a smiCe shouU 6e saved"for the
moments that {ight up his {ife.
ry'ou voice is natura{ and {ow, I can teff that you have 6een worlijng on refa-Ong
the aiaphram and natura{[y Cowering it. I sense that sometimes we ao not give
you enough physica{ action on stage. Pee{free to pace a 6it, move around a uttfe
more, fret more a6out Cyrano and Cove (J)uenna, especia{{y in }let Io/, when you
fee{you are a6out to die. qooa worli...,so far, I see how much energy you put into
your workv, and it shows.
Sarah, the )Issistant (J)irector
ry'ou are the first student I have wor~a with who actua{{y sees what the jo6 is
a{{ a6out. ry'ou have the personauty to 6oss peop{e around without them

k,nowing it. <You see wfiat the story is a6out and how we have the auty to 6e
true to the story and it's power. }lnayou seem to run on endCess energy.
}lmazing and" true. I fee{ honored to 6e a6Ce to work, with such a taCentea and"
worthwhi{e young director.
:Now on to the haraest part of a{[ (]"'o get each person in this crazy mess to
6ecome the person they want to 6e. ~effent at what they do. 'Even if it is too
much wort %at is the cha{Cenge with the rook,ies and the pro6Cem chiUren.
rrFzey can see what we want, 6ut they are too Cazy to do it. It is ourjo6 to have
them surprise themse{ves with their own e~e{Cence.
rrFzank,you for 6eing here with me, this is the first proauction that I aon 't fee{
a{{ afone. ~efsior!
:Narrator CeCeste
rrFzank,you so muchforpfaying the vioun in ourproauction! It ma~s me see
how important a slij.{{ a~ music is, and" how much it aaas to our show. jlna
how 6rave you are to pfay and" Cearn a{{you need"for the part. <Your voice quafity
is e~e{{ent. rrFzoug h not Cowl, it has a cfarity that encourages peopCe to {isten.
(J3e sure to ~ep pCenty of 6reath to support your voice, so it is as effortCess as it
appears. <Your part is very important in the proauction, we count on you to set
the mood', to get the audience's attention and" ~ep it. :M.yfavorite une you say
is, .... ''Just the tfiree of us", then you smiCe. rrFze audience wiff mell. <PCenty of
6reath support andyou are there!
:Narrator Vivian
I Coo~a at the pictures we took,at the Cast rehearsa{ and noticed" how natura{
you Coot u~ you nave 6een in cfassica{pfays a{{your {ife. <You have a natura{
grace tfiat you are not even aware of, it tak,es you tfirougfi the wfio{e pfay as one
who k,nows what is going to happen. I Cove that.
(J3e sure to ~ep the vo{ume in your voice tfirough support, a{ways pCenty of air
through the stomacfi and" into the Cungs. Ifyou put more air thougfi tfie {ungs,
tlie uttCe girf quauty in your voice wi{{ me{t andyou wi{{ liave a pure sound', 6e
sure to support your voice. Love{y use of tlie shawfs and the tam6orine may
seem crazy to you, 6ut it rea{[y te{Cs tlie auaience the story. <Pfay away!
Lise
rrFzank,you so much for moving into this part. Jfow do you k,now so much a6out
{ife and women, you are afreshman! <Your voice quauty is smooth, I see tliat you

are 6reatliing aeep[y ana supporting your sounds. <You {isten to wliat I say
a6out sound" quafity ana try everytliing. .Jlnayou {isten to direction! Jfo{y cow!
1.fo wonaer you are so gooa in tlie part! Wow I want Lise to 6ecome more. (Jive
lier {icense to fuss witli <R...,agueneau, to fort witli (J)ucli.y, fuwer your lieaa ana
6at your eye Caslies at liim. <Toucli liis arm ana fuot into fiis eyes. Jfe won't tnow
wfiat to ao. .JLna faugli more at yourself wlien you teff (J)uenna a6out tlie priest
you fuve- wliat irony!
Lise is fun cfiaracter, I give you permissi.on to liave some fun witfi lier.
Caaet Cliristopfi ana (J)e Ligniere
1.fow, (J)ominic, fiere you are, witfi a 6uncfi of fieavy fiitters. <Tliese peopfe reaffy
tnow wfiat tfiey are aoing. .Jlnayou aon 't. It sfiows. 'You have the opportunity
to mak,! something ofyourself. .Jlndopportunities ao not come often. <Tliis one is
hanaea to you. %ow use it. (J)on 't ever Cet otlier peopfe in tlie cast aown, or tfiey
wi{{ not trust you ana it wiff show on stage. <Tlie wfio{e 6it a6out not going
6act to cfass on Priday maae you fuot untrusta6Ce. J{ot good", especiaffy when
you are just 6eginning to Cearn fiow to act. Just 6eginning . . . <Your part is not
6e{ieva6Ce. <You ao not pay enougli attention on stage. <You wanaer. <Tlie part
wfiere you si.t with J{oali on tfie stage auri1lfJ tfie fetter, you fai{ every time. <You
are not a sofdier, you are afreshman wlio got cast in a sfiow. Wliat are going to
ao a6out tfiis?
1. S'T()(P TJ{JM(J1f(J .JL<:BOV<T<YOV, .JL:N<D S'T.Jl(J{'TPJ[JM(I1f(J .Jl<:BOV<T
'YOV(J{cp.JL<R...,<t 1'VJf.JL<TWOVL(J) CJ{~S<TO<P.H!E (J)O WOW? 1'VJf.JL<T
WOVL(J) (J)<E LI(JW<E(J{<E (J)O WJl!E1f Jl<E 'l(:NDWS JllE IS (JOI%(} Wirr.Jf
C'Y(J?fl%0 <TO (8<£ (8<£.Jl <T Vcp? S Cft_ (jlf,(J), %0<TSILL 'Y, %0<T<:80(}{,<E(J) %0<T
<:BO~%(}. (J<E<T .JI. CLV<E.JL1f(J) (J)L.Jl'Y<J:JllE cp.JL(J{<T. 1'VJf'Y(J)0 I W.JLS'PE
.JI.LL P.JllS <TI:M.<E 0%'YOV? <:B<EC}IVS<E I <:B<ELI<E<VE I%'YOV. I 'JO{OW
'YOV Cft_J{(J)O, I S<E<E I<T I1{'YOV<R...,<E'YPS. (J)L<E.JLS<E SJfOW 9rl<E I .Jl9rl
CR.I(JJl!I'.JI.<:BOV<T 'YOV.
(J{agueneau ana the 9rlont
I fuvea tfie funny voice ana appearance of tfie 9rlontyesteraay! So aid (J)enieffe,
sfie couUn't k,!ep a straight face. I wouU caff that success! Can you manage to
k,!ep that characterforthe entire scene? I'm sure it wouU6e a 6ig success. It is
afso so aifferent from (J{agueneau. I wouU Uk,! you to spend" more time with tfie
poet (J{agueneau. <Tfie pastry sfiop needs some aaditions, so more to it at tfie

6eginning of the scene, to maR,! it 6e{ieva6{e instead ofju.st the opening of tlie
scene. <Jnat 's where we wi{{ worRi. to maR,! the poet come auve within. (}ootf
wort It's so coo{ to 6e a6Ce to count on you!
(J)ominique
I R..,now you tfiinR..,you are driving me crazy witfi aff ofyour questions. 'We tfon 't
lioU it against you ifyou are a rookfe. cy'ou liave stucR.., it out and' I couU te{{
you wanted to quit many times. I often wontferetf why you tfian 't. (But I hope
you are Ceaming what you came to Ceam. I neetfyou to find' your cliaracter anti
6e liim. CJ{iglit now I see a higli sclioo{ fjt[ in a pCay. cy"ou stand UR,! :Noali, you
wa{R._,uR,! liim antiyou ta{R..,EiR,! him. I wouU UR,! to see a cliaracter wlio is not
you, 6ut u.ses your 6otfy. Ifyou spendsome time flouring out liow to 6e tliis
person, wliat lie wants anti liow it gets it, tlien you won't 6e 6oretf or unsure.
<Pay attention to tlie story liappening aroundyou, tliat wiff teffyou wliat to tfo.
£ucianis
I fiope you are enjoying tfie adventure of Cyrano. I can teffyou don't R..,now
what to expect anti it maR,!s you unsure. (But remem6er, you are a representative
of the tlieatre department. cy"ou liave tlie Ceacfers reputations riding on your
sfiouUers. So, forget a6out pCaying around antifinti out who your cliaracter is.
'Wfiy does fie wa{R.., tfie way fie tfoes, wfio does fie UR,!? 'Wfio is fiis enemy? <Pay
attention to tfie story- tfiat is tfie most important tfiing. .Jlntfaffyour questions
wiff 6e answered. <Pay attention anti tfon 't tum your 6acR.., to tfie audience.
{J)uenna
cy"our character is very compfe.JG Sfie watches over c.Rpx._ane, I am tfiinkfng sfie
comes from a no6{e fami{y tfiat fias faffen on fiartf times antiyou fiad to go to
work, instead of marrying some nasty oU man. <Jnat means you liave 6acli.§one,
anti imagination. Le (Bret wouU not fa{{for a woman witfi an empty head, fie
UR,!S tfiinR,!rs, UR,! fiimse(f. (But fie can't resist you, anti fie fa{Cs in Cove on{y
once, tliat is witfi you. cy'ou are tfie fiappy end'ing in tfiis pCay anti I am liappy to
liave someone entf nice{y. LooR..,at peopCe wlio are fiappy in tfieirreCationsliips,
fiow do tfiey move anti act? (J)o you fee{ responsi6Ce for c.Rpx._ane or are you more
of ajrientf? cy"ou fiave a so{uf strength in you ufe and' can afford to 6e someone
eCse's.

Sopliie and 9Ylotlier 9Ylarguerite
It's so funny, I never tliouglit ofyou as a nun, mucli Cess tlie 9Ylotlier Superior.
ry"ou pfay two very different parts. Sopliie is more fi/i.! you, young and liard
worfjng, and inte((igent. ry"ou see tlirougli peopCe and tlieir pretenses. CJ'afi.! time
to pay attention to tlie coming andgoings of tlie pastry sliop, you li...,now far
more tlian you wi(( say. <But 9Ylotlier 9Ylarguerite needs more su6stance. Jfow
a6out a cliange of voice, or way you wa(lij JI gesture or movement tfiat gives us
an oUer woman wlio is aCso inte(figent and /ijnd.
rrlianftyou so mucli for coming to my rescue! I am so liappy you are in our cast!
Jfeaven smiCed on me wlien you couU 6e in our sliow.
rfy(er
ry"ou are new to our cast and missed a great dea( of reliearsa[ I get tlie feefing
tliat you rea((y don't ftnow wliat tlie sliow is a6out. I want you to rent some 3
muskgteers movies and watcli tliem. %ey wi(( te((you a6out 6eing wlio you are
and wliy you act tlie way you do. Jfonor, CoyaCty, 6ravery and strong moves,
tliat 's you. %anli...,you for joining us!
Ju(ian
I want to trust you and count on you. ry"ou liave taCent and wlien you pay
attention, get promise. Wliy don't you put as mucli energy into your part as you
do running around? I see you on stage 6eing tlie soUier, tlie one wlio is tliere for
liis friends, wlio is 6rave and true. I ftnow you can 6e tliat person offstage as
we([ I gave you some more to do, I want to trust you . <PCease Cet me /i...,now if
you don't understand wliat you are to do, and fi.!ep you cliaracter a(( tlie way
off stage, sliow tlie otlier guys liow it done.
Wliitney
Cruncli time is liere. I wouU fi/i.! you to liave 6otli ta6Ces set up and a(( tlie
props ready to go. o/a( wi(( lie(p you, tlie (ist ofprops is not compCete unti( we
co((ect a(( of tliat stuff. ry"ou aCso need to 6e tlie doonnan at tlie 6facli..., 60~ Wo
one comes tliroug Ii unCess you ftnow tliey are supposed to 6e on . <Period. I ftnow
you can do tliis important jo6, I am counting on you to lie(p 9Yls <Brown and
myself. 9Ylanagement isn't a(ways fun, 6ut wfien everytliing is said and done,
tlie sliow is a refCection of ourworli...,togetfier.

Prancois
IfI fiaa a group ofsofdiers, a{{as gooa as you, I coufa tfien fiave some Caaets
wfio woufa remem6er wfio tfiey were. 1:our voice quauties are wonaeifu{ ana
you remem6er everytfiing you are given. rrfie fencing fias come afong nice(y.
:Now, I want you to 6uifa Prancois a cfiaracter. <Wfiat aoes fie ao forfan? 'Wlio
is fiis Fiero? Jfow can you sfiow tfiat? 'Wfiy aufyou join tfie Caaets ana are you
afraid to aie? 1:ou 6etter not 6e, you aie fiow many times in tfiis sfiow? 'Very
nice work.i_ Sweetie!

Lampposts illuminate a long pier by the sea while
urban buildings are seen at the background
BF3800000167 lnsldeOutPix Royalty Free Photograph
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Cadet Song
Lyrics from Act III
Music by Sharon Deady

We are the Gascony cadets,
The men of Castel-Jaloux.
We conquer hearts and wager bets.
The blood in us is blue.
We are the Gascony cadets,
The men of Castel-Jaloux.
Our hats we wear for coronets,
Have plumes to hide the view.
We are the Gascony cadets,
The men of Castel-Jaloux.
We do not stop at empty threats,
But cook our foes en brochettes!

Auditions for Cyrano
La Quinta Hig_h School Theatre Department
.,;-

(

- Needs You!

Help the "myth·that could be a kind of truth" come a ·ve for · udiences of all ages.
Students are needed in all areas of production, includin~ actors, musicians, costumes,
make up, publicity, and production crew. Make this fall one you won't forget!

{.
Pe: !
rmances of Cyraflo will,be:'
\ r \ ~ / /November 29ih_ December 3~
Auditions are Wednesday, Thursday and F riday, Sept~ b r 20, 21 and 22.
2:45 to 5:00 PM in the Black Box Theatre, Room 01

I

Actors needed are:
Cyrano de Bergerac- Male, must be able to move easily, fencing experience a plus.
De Guiche- Male, must also be comfortable with movement.
Roxane- Female, should be able to change ages.
Christian- Male, movement experience helpful.
Le Bret- Male, fight experience helpful.
Duenna- Female, older.
Other male parts: De Ligniere, Ragueneau, Monk, Soldiers,
Other female part;s: Narrators, Women in the Regiment, Coquettes, Nuns
Auditi-on requirements:
Loose fitting clothing, a memorized monologue (1 minute, formal ianguage),
Audition sign ups will be posted on the door. Don't forget to sign up fori1either
Wednesday or Thursday afternoon. Friday afternoon will be guaranteed cast.call backs.
Monologues or script pieces can be picked up at the Theatre.
Please conLct Ms Deady if you have any questions- sharondeady@mac.com or call
{
200-3700 during school hours.

"With ten hearts, twenty anns, my one nose, and my soul's defiance\
1
I won't be fighting dwarfs anymore, but giants!"

l,
(_/,,//

I'd Love to Buy a Ticket
"Lend me your looks and I'll lend you my words and together we will
make the perfect romantic hero!"
Adventure, swordplay and romance await you if you buy tickets for
La Quinta High School's BEST Production of:

Where: La Quinta High School Theatre
When: Thursday, November 30th through Saturday, December 2nd at
7:30 PM. Special Sunday Matinee on December 3rc1 at 2:00PM
How Much: Tickets are $6.00 for all students, $8.00 for general
audience. Special Matinee, all tickets are $5.00. If you buy 10 or
more tickets, all tickets are $5.00.
What: A. Cash or check made out to La Quinta High School Theatre
sent with this form.
B. Tickets will be held for you at Will Call on the night of your
performance.
C. Email ;;baron.dead (a dsusd.us or Jennifer.pannell(a dsu.sd.us
to reserve your tickets. You can also call 760-771-4150.
1

Please fill out the bottom portion and return with your cash or
check to reserve your seats today.
Name:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - Address or phone number - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- What performance - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - Number or Tickets: General
Students - - - Special Matinee _ _ __
Total Amount
Cash
Check - - - Special Instructions--- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - The proceeds from this production go directly to help fund
Fine Arts in our schools. Thank you so much I I
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CYRANO DE BERGERAC
100 MEN FIGHT
#1, Cyrano comes on stage, stage right, #1 comes up stairs behind him, #1 makes beat-advance-thrust, beat-advance-thrust,
beat-advance-thrust, after fourth beat-advance-thrust, Cyrano "kills" #1.
#2 comes down from upstage. #2 and Cyrano do a low, high, low, and when #2 lifts arm for the next "high", Cyrano runs him
through under arm .
#3,4,6 come at Cyrano from stage left. #3 unsheaths his sword. It's a beat-thrust-advance, beat-thrust-advance, beat-thrustadvance, beat-thrust-advance, and Cyrano lunges to #3's left side to "kill" him.
#5 comes up behind Cyrano on Cyrano's left and Cyrano give #5 an elbow to the face and pushes #5 away.
#4 and #6 come up behind Cyrano, all three grapple, #4 and #6 getting Cyrano down to ramp of stage,
#7 looms up at foot of front stage ramp and is lifting his sword. #4 and #6 "hold" Cyrano, Cyrano lifts his feet and places them in
the chest of #7, pushing #7 away, Cyrano elbows #4 on his left, hits #6 with butt end of his sword and then grabs both #4 and #6
and slams them together.
#8 comes at Cyrano from stage left, Cyrano turns left, while #9 is coming at Cyrano from stage right.
#8 makes low-high-low-high-low-high attacks, on last "high" Cyrano makes ecartata, #8 lunges and #9 moves in and #8 and #9
both impale each other.
#10 comes up stairs stage left, Cyrano threatens him, #10 drops his sword and runs away

Act 4 Battle Scene
Spaniards: Ducky, Dominique, Danny, Jacob, Tyler, Josh
Cadets:
Christian, Cyrano, Le Bret, De Guiche
Page 30, Christian: "Roxane! Cyrano has something very important to tell you." Christian runs away and runs
up stairs of rampart and looks out and sees the Spaniards. You can have three Spaniards stage left and three
Spaniards stage right. Christian runs down steps of rampart, heading stage left, pulling out his sword, three
Spaniards come at him from stage left, Christian should be center stage. Spaniards back Christian up about
two to three steps toward stage right, #1 Spaniard comes at Christian, lifting his weapon arm and Christian
runs him through under upraised weapon arm, that Spaniard grabs his side and moves off stage right, #2
Spaniard attacks and lunges low, Christian parries that blade low and steps on blade and "kicks" #2 who falls
back to stage left, #3 Spaniard picks up sword and stands in front of Christian brandishing both swords,
Christian beats the blade in #3's right hand, beats blade in left hand, again beats blade in right hand and runs
#3 through under his right arm and #3 goes off stage left.
Three Spaniards (#4,5,&6) come out stage right toward Christian and back up and circle Christian.
One by one they attack and Christian defends, Le Bret comes to aid Christian from one side, Cyrano comes
from the other .... they dispatch Spaniards, #4 and #5 fall stage right, #6 goes stage left.
Three Spaniards come out stage right, two toward Le Bret and one toward Christian, three Spaniards come
out stage left two toward Cyrano, one toward Christian.
Le Bret and Cyrano fight their Spaniards, Christian dispatches his two Spaniards and starts his turn and
movement toward stairs, Le Bret and Cyrano each "kill" one Spaniard (and they are fencing in slow motion)
and as Christian gets to second step, Le Bret and Cyrano "kill" their last Spaniard and then the gun shot,

Le Bret and Cyrano turn and see Christian drop his sword (if his sword could fall on some "battle debris" to
catch his sword so it won't bounce and roll for safety), grasp his wound, step down onto second step, assume
his "death fall" position, Le Bret and Cyrano drop their weapons and position themselves and
Christian drops into their arms and they carry him to Roxanne.

Phrase 3: Three Spaniards come out stage right, two toward De Guiche
and one toward Christian, three Spaniards come out stage left, two toward
Cyrano, one toward Christian.
#1
#2

De Guiche

Parry 7 against #1
Parry 8 against #2
Parry 4 against #1
Parry 6 against #2
Parry 5 against #1
Left fist to face of #1, #1 goes off stage right
De G brings guard down on #2's cheek
#2 staggers and De G runs him through, #2 stage right

#3
#6
#3
#6
#3
#6
#3
#3

Christian

Parry 4
Parry 6
Parry 4
Parry 6
Parry 7
Parry 8
Parry 7, lunge and run through #6
Recover, Parry 4, lunge and run through #3

#4

Cyrano

Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry

#5
#5

#4
#4
#5
#5

#4

4
6
8
7
4
6
8, Riposte with lunge.run through #5, stage left off
7, Riposte with lunge, run through #4, stage left off

Phrase 4: Christian leaves. Two Spaniards enter stage right and head for De
Guiche. Le Bret rushes up on stage and two Spaniards come at Cyrano stage
left.
#1

Attacks De Guiche 4,6,4 advancing
De Guiche pushes him back
8,6,8,6, De Guiche lunges low, #1 killed

#2

Comes out towards De Guiche
Le Bret rushes on stage and takes #2 from De Guiche
Grabs #2
Beat thrust, beat lunge to Le Bret
Parry 4, retreat Parry 4 lunge

Le Bret
#2
Le Bret

#4
#5

Cyrano

4,6,4,6
7,8,7,8
Le Bret goes over to Cyrano and take on #5
In unison Cyrano and Le Bret fight

#4

#5

Cyrano
Le Bret

6 ,8,6,8, lunge slow motion
6 ,8,6,8, lunge slow motion

Christian to rampart

Gun Shot

Phrase 5: Le Bret and ,yrano turn and see Christian drop his sword , grasp his
wound , step down onto second step, assume his "death fall " position. le Bret
and Cyrano drop their we~pons and position themselves and Christian drops into
their arms and they carr, him to Roxanne.

Phrase 3: Three Spaniards come out stage right, two toward De Guiche
and one toward Christian, three Spaniards come out stage left, two toward
Cyrano, one toward Christian.
#1
#2

De Guiche

Parry 7
Parry 8
Parry 4
Parry 6
Parry 5
Left fist

against #1
against #2
against #1
against #2
against #1
to face of #1, #1 goes off stage right

De G brings guard down on #2's cheek
#2 staggers and De G runs him through, #2 stage right

#3
#6
#3
#6
#3
#6
#3
#3

Christian

Parry 4
Parry 6
Parry 4
Parry 6
Parry 7
Parry 8
Parry 7, lunge and run through #6
Recover, Parry 4, lunge and run through #3

#4
#5
#5
#4
#4
#5
#5
#4

Cyrano

Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry
Parry

4
6
8
7
4
6
8, Riposte with lunge,run through #5, stage left off
7, Riposte with lunge, run through #4, stage left off

Phrase 4: Christian leaves. Two Spaniards enter stage right and head for De
Guiche. Le Bret rushes up on stage and two Spaniards come at Cyrano stage
left.
#1

Attacks De Guiche 4,6,4 advancing
De Guiche pushes him back
8,6,8,6, De Guiche lunges low, #1 killed

#2

Comes out towards De Guiche
Le Bret rushes on stage and takes #2 from De Guiche
Grabs #2
Beat thrust, beat lunge to Le Bret
Parry 4, retreat Parry 4 lunge

Le Bret
#2
Le Bret

#4

#5

Cyrano

4,6,4,6
7,8,7,8
Le Bret goes over to Cyrano and take on #5
In unison Cyrano and Le Bret fight

#4

#5

Cyrano
Le Bret

6,8,6,8, lunge slow motion
6,8,6,8, lunge slow motion

Christian to rampart

Gun Shot

Phrase 5: Le Bret and .yrano turn and see Christian drop his sword , grasp his
wound, step down onto second step, assume his "death fall" position. Le Bret
and Cyrano drop their WFnpons and position themselves and Christian drops into
their arms and they carr:: him to Roxanne.
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this than
just lines
Cast, crew of
'Cyrano' apply
final touches to
techniques, sets
l

By Michelle Part
miche\le.park@laquintasun.com
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"Cyrano"
Prepares to Debut
By: Denice Vazquez & Mo Kastiro

Cyran~ de
Bergerac
By: Mohammad Kastiro
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Deady, Sharon
From:

Isabell, Roger

Sent:

Monday, December 11, 2006 10: 05 AM

To:

Deady, Sharon;

Subject: Cyrano
This is way in the past now, but I meant to send it the day after I saw the Thursday, (fire alarm accented)
performance. It's been in my drafts folder because I was interrupted by a major project that day and forgot to
finish it. Here it is, though.

Friday, December 1, 2006
Good Evening All,
I just want to say that the Thursday night performance was absolutely the
most extraordinary performance I have ever seen. Sharon, the cool person that
I know you to be ... this was meant for you. I sat with Jeff and Terri Laddusaw.
They are our neighbors and we've known them for 17 years. My son Scott was
the twins' idol for years.
We were obviously, very entertained. I thought those kids handled the
situation like pros. Most of all, I really enjoyed the performances and the
production as a whole.
Bravo!!

12/11/2006
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Deady, Sharon
From:

Clark, Jacqueline

Sent:

Friday, December 01, 2006 9:49 AM

To:

Deady, Sharon

Subject: Wow

WOW, Sharon! What a performance! You need to rest assured that ALL of your hard work, long hours,
tossing, turning, sleepless nights, and gallons of caffeine were well worth the cost. I was BLOWN AWAY!
It was soooo good. Cyrano was fabulous. And, seeing all of our students performing gave me such a geat
feeling. I really wished it were longer.
(Dee was just in here telling me how much she enjoyed the performance as well)
I think, though, the proof of how well you directed and trained those students was during the 'fire alarm
scene" (lol). I am sure you noticed that they did not even skip a beat. They carried on and continued with
the show. I was very glad that is soon stopped as it was difficult to hear them. They were so professional.
I hope that you can laugh about it today (©).
Sharon, you never cease to amaze me. I love everything that you do. I miss not having our dinner theatre
this year, but I look forward to it next year. And, just think, in a few months you'll have your masters and
you can begin to live again!
You have my support and my appreciation for all that you do.
Always,
Jackie

Jackie Clari~., Asst. 'Pn.Mtpt:4l
John Glenn Middle School
of International Studies

60 REDHAWKS!

12/1/2006
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Deady, Sharon
From:

Clark, Jacqueline

Sent:

Friday, December 01, 2006 9:36 AM

To:

Subject:

A MUST SEE AND BRAVO FOR CYRANO!

Importance: High

I would like to encourage ALL of you to make the time to go see Cyrano at LQHS tonight or tomorrow
night. IT IS FABULOUSII Sharon Deady has done a tremendous, spectacular, clearly professional job
directing students in this play. She has brought in the talents of all grade levels in this production, and you
will be hard-pressed to determine who's a freshman and who's a senior. We may only know by the many
former JGMS students who are performing; and, they are magnificent!
Please, please find the time to go see Cyrano. It will be well worth your time. The show starts at 7:30 with
a "Green Show" and the play follows. There is one intermission, and the play ends about 9:45. You will be
not only entertained but also impressed by the quality of the acting, directing and production. I would
definitely see it again, and John actually did! (he went Wednesday night and last night with me).
Bravo, Sharon! We are sooo lucky to have you on our staff.
© Jackie

JC!c~te GLC!r~, Asst. PYLMLJC!L
John Glenn Middle School
of International Studies

GO REDHAWKS!

12/4/2006
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Deady, Sharon
From:

william choma

Sent:

Monday, December 04, 2006 7:18 AM

Tq:

Deady, Sharon

Subject: Cyrano

Ms. Deady,
We went to the see play Cyrano on Saturday night. I just wanted to let you knovy that I thought
it was incredible. It brought me to tears. Even my 7 year old sat there the entire time without
moving. He really enjoyed it too.
Thank you for a wonderful evening. You should have some encore performances.
Teresa Choma (Matthew's Mom)

12/4/2006
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Deady, Sharon
From:

Stryker, Delia

Sent:

Monday, December 04, 2006 9:50 AM

To:

Pannell, Jennifer; Brown, Mary; Deady, Sharon

Subject: Cyrano
Wow!!!! What a fabulous jobl!! Thank you all, and the staff and actors for such a wonderful play! I enjoyed it very
much. I wanted more, more, morel Thank you for sharing your talents and your time. Wow!!!!!!
Thank you again I
Delia Stryker
Math Rocks!

12/4/2006

~QHS Applauds .Cyrano De
By: Shaina Zornes

for his lovely, well
· 'La Quinta High School's· sought-after cousin,
Theater. department (B.E.S.T. Roxanne (Denielle
[B lackhawk Ensemble Student Landon
[12]).
Theatre] Brodu0tiQns) 'is known for Believing no one
tackling'. more challenging produc- could love him due
tions ea<\h' year. This year's fall pro- to h~s obnoxiously
duction of "Cyrano De Bergerac" large nose, ICyrano
was certainly iio exception. A clever gains fleeting hope
and romantic tragedy, "Cyrano" ·• ~t tµe request of a
takes ' pl8tce in 16th century Paris, rendezvous given
France in a time : of Renaissance by Roxanne. But
men, beautifuJ poetiy, and clashing there must always
swords. · :.
be obstacles · for
The play spotlights a secret aspiring heroes.
and passionate love held by ·the Roxanne has fallen
homely Cyrano (Aaron Fagan T12D in love with a hand-

Bergerac
some new
cadet
m
Cyranq's
regiment:
the Baron
Christian
D
e
Neuvillette
(Chris
Sullivan
(12]).

Wishing
only for his
cousin's
happiness,
Cyrano
becomes
1
the poetic
voice for the good-looking but slowwitted Christian, helping him win
and keep Roxanne's love. Acting as
another barrier towards , winning
Roxanne's heart is the unrequited
love of Count qe Guiche (Zach
Wood [12]) who attempts to force
Roxanne into marriage before he, as
well as Cyrano and Christian, go to
the war front in Arras. Filled with
quick swordsmanship and even
quicker wit, "Cyrano" is no simple
love story.
Director Sharon Deady has
1 admitted "It's hard to sell a classical
play to modem audiences, but I
wanted to bring truly excellent the1 ater to La Quinta High School's
stage." Ms. Deady has taken direct, ing the performance on as her
Masters Thesis P_ro3ect for Central
Washington University. But purs.u-

ing and furthering her academics
isn't her only reason for coming
back to La Quinta High School, "I'm
always here to help; I want to thank
the school for the opportunities that
have become available to me," Ms.
Deady added,. "This is where my
heart is."
While no performance is ,
pO~~ible without the guidance of a
director, the cast is who lhe audience
sees and it is their abilities that count
when the stage lights go up. Theater
veteran Aaron Fagan has been performing all throughout high school
and says of 'Cyrano', "This is the
best show LQHS has produced in
years." Aaron has already been
accepted at Fullerton State, a college
known for it's talented actors and
host to an annual theater festival, but
is also looking into the possibility of
UCLA. LQHS Senior Zach Wood,
who plays opposi.te Aaron as the
conniving Count de Guiche has
decided to take a position behind the
camera and look into film school
rather than'pursuing an acting career.
LQHS 's theatre teacher,
Britt Pannell, is set to direct this
year's upcoming spring production.
"Theater is a connection to our culture- the human story," Ms. Pannell
explains.
While the matter of which
production remains ·undecided, with
the bar raised sky-high after
'Cyrano', great things are expected
from B.E.S.T Productions.

#
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BEST Productions
Presents

'Cyrano
liykctmona&,stand:and:~ &,etcf
BEST Productions
79-255 Westward Ho Drive
La Quinta. CA 92253

Saturday. December 2. 2006
7:30 p.m.
$6.00 Students
$8.00 Public

